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Bucket Administrators justify fee increase
The women's soccer team
plays against Hawaii at 4 p.m.
Friday at the Simplot Sports
Complex, Field 19. The cost is
free.
The Student Programs Board
presents "Echoes of the Past"
beginning at 7 p.m. Friday at the
Special Events Center. Call 426-
2162 for more information. Cost
is $3 for BSU students, faculty
and staff and $5 for general
admission. Tickets available
through Select-a-Seat, 426-1110.
Boise State University pre-
sents "Shoshoni: First with the
Horse," an exhibition by Dick
Lee beginning Friday and run-
ning until Nov. 21 at the
Student Union Gallery from 7
a.m.-ll p.m. daily.
Lee, who taught cartooning
at Boise State in 1996, obtained
his education at the
Philadelphia Museum School of
Art. Since graduating, he has
worked in the commercial and
technical industry for a variety
of private companies, U.S. gov-
ernment agencies and newspa-
per art departments.
"Shoshoni: First with the
Horse" is the title of a book writ-
ten by Carol MacGregor, an
adjunct history professor at
Boise State. The exhibit features
Lee's illustrationsfrom the book
ranging from pencil drawings
to oil and acrylic paintings.
A reception will be held from
5:30 from 7 p.m. Friday, Nov. 9
at the gallery. The reception,
which is free and open to the
public, is an opportunity for
people to meet Lee and ask
questions about his artwork.
The Student Union Gallery is
located on the upper level of the
Student Union. Student Union
and Activities sponsor the exhi-
bition. For more information
call 426-1223.
Bronco Football plays
Nevada at 6:05 p.m. Saturday at
the Bronco Stadium, Get your
free student ticket at the Info
Desk in the Student Union.
Student Programs Board pre-
sents Nightmare on University
Drive, a Halloween carnival
and haunted house from 2 to 5
p.m. Saturday at the Student
Union Jordan Ballroom. For
more information call 426-2162.
Cost is $3 for BSU students,
faculty and staff and their fami-
lies or $5 for general families.
Fun with the Family
Weekend is presented by
Student Housing. The event
runs all day Saturday. For more
information, call 426-3986.
Boise State University is
offering a program to help adult
college students with the
process of applying for admis-
sion to college. Adults consider-
ing attending college next
spring or fall are invited to
attend a session of College
Connection at 10 a.m. Saturday,
at the Boise State Canyon
County Campus, 2407 Caldwell
Blvd. in Nampa.
College Connection is a free
program that provides informa-
tion about the college entry
process to adults, many of
whom have circumstances very
different from those of tradi-
tional students. Representatives
from various departments will
be available to answer questions
regarding the admission
process, financial aid, transfer
credits, registration, academic
advising and supportive ser-
vices.
For more information, call
426-1847.
~~~
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criticism that students had
been left out of the discussion.
ASBSU officials President
Nate Peterson and Chief of
Staff Imran Ali were the first to
speak.
"I'm in direct opposition to
the 15 percent student fee
increase," said Peterson. "I
hope you are too."
Ali said that several new
committees were formed to
address this issue, a budget
committee, an action commit-
tee, as well as a campus and
community outreach commit-
tee. He told the Senate that rep-
resentatives of high school stu-
dent governments had been in
contact with him, fearing how
budget cuts would affect their
ability to access higher educa-
tion.
Buster Neel, vice president
of Finance and Administration,
told student leaders that diffi-
cult times were ahead for the
University.
"It's going to be tough. Even
with an increase in student
fees, we are still going to have
to have tough issues on this
campus," he said.
Because 70 percent of the
budget directly affects acade-
mics, he said that academic
programs at Boise State are
sure to see some cuts.
With the University still
dealing with the Governor's 2
percent holdback resulting in a
loss of $1.4 million, he said the
real issue will be budgeting for
next year.
President Ruc11 offered no
reassurance.
"If I'm correct, we're in a
heap of hurt," he said.
Ruch said it would not be
unreasonable to plan for a 10
percent holdback. Currently,
by Oct. 30, the administration
must send a list of what if sce-
narios to the Governor, for how
the University would handle
budget cuts of varying
amounts.
Ruch also said that the 15
percent number was never
brought up for discussion, and
that the University Presidents'
council merely broached the
idea with the State Board of
Education to begin discussion
about raising fees over the 10
percent limit.
Some student leaders
decried the lack of discussion
between administrators and
students. Senator Christopher
Mathias said that of 17,000 stu-
dents, probably only 10 knew
of the fee increase proposal.
Vice President Kara Janney
said she was offended that the
student government was not
told of the proposal sooner.
Daryl Jones, vice president
of academic affairs and chair of
the Executive Budget
Committee, said that any bud-
get cuts would take into
account three goals: preserving
the quality of programs, pre-
serving access and preserving
student services.
He told Senators that a 10
percent cutback could mean
the loss of 80 faculty members,
affecting the number of stu-
dents who could attend Boise
State.
While a fee increase of 15
percent could mean about $400
a year, he asked Senators what
the alternative was to' a fee
increase.
It is clear that the adminis-
tration will have to deal with
the economic hit somewhere.
By Sean C. Hgyes
Tile Arbiter
Last week, it was
announced that Idaho universi-
ty presidents asked the State
Board of Education to look at
the possibility of exceeding the
maximum 10 percent fee
increase level, to as much as 15
percent. _
This fee increase proposal
takes into account the down-
turn in the economy based on
the Sept. 11 attacks, as well as
Gov. Kempthorne's 2 percent
budget holdback, a cut that
now appears to be permanent.
On Tuesday, President
Charles Ruch and Vice
Presidents Peg Blake, Daryl
Jones and Buster Neel
appeared before the ASBSU
Senate to discuss this budget
proposal, and to respond to
Hazardous materials crew wash off following anthrax
Investigations In the Longworth HouseOffice Building in
Wm;hlngton, D.C.,Tuesday.A~!. traces of anthrax
spores were discovered at the wnlte Housemail-sort-
ing station during a regular check of a letter-opening
Photo by Chuck KeMedy, KRT
machine. The undisclosed site Isat a military Installa-
tion several miles from the White House, the Secret
service said.
Testsfound no sign of anthrax spores inside the White
House.
Kuch
rebuts fee
•Increase
concerns
By Mgtt Neznanskl
Tile Arbiter
After the State Board of Education meeting last
Thursday, much has been said about the proposed
fee increase for the 2002 budget.
BSU President Charles Ruch offered more
explanation about the process and nature of the
increase.
"I'm not sure that the data presented on Friday
was as accurate as I had expected it to be," he said.
"People assume decisions have been made when
this information comes out:' '
Ruch said that it was the president of Idaho
State University that had mentioned the 15 per-
cent increase, and the number has been seized
upon by opponents.
"This institution hasn't asked for that much,"
he said.
However, Ruch warned that the increase could
be more or less after the Board begins its discus-
sion in earnest.
Ruch said the Board has an orderly way of dis-
cussing fees. A total fee increase in excess of 10
percent is an exception to the rule.
When such a proposal is made, the Board
requests that it be informed before the budget
proposals are offered in the spring.
This is the second time Rudt has witnessed a
proposal of more than 10 percent increase in stu-
dent fees, causing the Presidents to come to the
Board early.
Increases generally occur in the matriculation
fee.
The matriculation fee is money paid by stu-
dents for academic support, said Ruch.
The state charter does not allow the university
to require students to pay for academics in the
form of tuition.
In Ruch's opening remarks in August, prior to
the beginning of classes, he made predictions that
the university would need to have an early dis-
cussion of fees.
"I take no solace in being a soothsayer on that,"
he said.
, Ruch said national press releases and the
monthly report on the general university fund
see RUCH on pg. 4
Administrators
dissect student fees
Where your
money goes
Boise State's
FiscalYear 2002
General Account
Appropriation
py Ashley Gettings
The Arbiter
Student fees are separated
into three major categories:
matriculation fees, activity
fees and facility and technolo-
gy fees. Money is then distrib-
uted to various departments
within those categories.
The largest fee incurred to
students is the matriculation
fee. The Idaho State Board of
Education defines this as a fee
"charged for the maintenance
and . operation of physical
plant, student services and
institutional support for full
time students enrolled in aca-
demic credit courses and
vocational pre-employment,
preparatory programs."
The matriculation' fee sup-
ports about 96.8 percent of
student services and physical
plant expenditures. The other
expenditures are paid 'Ising
State and miscellaneous
receipts.
Tile matriculation fee cov-
ers only 16.3 percent of Boise
State's total expenditures,and
cannot be used for funding
instruction.
'The expenses for institu-
Many students are con-
cerned about a possible 15
percent increase in student
fees, and many are left won-
dering where the money actu-
ally goes.
Stacy Pearson, vice presi-
dent of finance and adminis-
tration, said, "there have been
a lot' of concerns about
increases in fees lately. People
need to be aware that every-
one at the University is work-
ing hard to keep fees as low as
possible for all students."
"I have no doubt that all of
the money that comes from
these student fees is used in
the best interest of all oi the
students," said Peg Blake,
vice president for student
affairs. "Fees are l!lways
affected by what is appropri-
ated to us by the government,
and because it is such a diffi-
cult ,year economically we
don't know where we will
end up."
, , Regardless of how much
fees increase, once students
write their checks the, money
all goes to the same place. '
I I iJ. q' , _STUDENT FEES01'1 PQ.3I "ll I ] H
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Candidate hopes to improve Boise
"
David "Pappy" Honey, running
for City Council Seat 4, says, "I am a
third generation Boisean concerned
with Boise's future ana unable to for-
get its past. I feel that a new perspec-
tive is needed, especially from the
working class."
He said he wants to expand bus
service, improve Greenbelt safety,
increase neighborhood police patrols
and promote unionization.
"I understand you live by the
rules until you are in a position to
change them, sol got involved in politics," he
said.
"1 understand
you live by the
rules until you
are in a position
to' change them,
so 1got involved
in politics"
Honey said improving the
bus system is a priority, which
includes extending hours and
adding routes.
Though these improvements
may help get sUV's off the
road, he said he would like to
see the train depot open, intro-
ducing a rail system to further
decrease traffic.
"I drive a car only on bad
weather days," he said. "I think
the City Council should set an
example for alternative trans-
portation."
Honey thinks the city should
have a close relationship with
Boise State. He said he enjoys
watching BSU athletics, but
would like to see safety
improvements as well.
"I would like to see more
police officers handling the
- David 'Pappy' safety issues on campus," he
Honey said.
However, he confessed he
didn't know much about the current state of
security on campus.
"I am not intelligent enough to figure I am
versed on any and all subjects. That's why I
have brainstorming sessions to sit and talk
with a variety of people," he said. .
He also said he wants to improve Greenbelt
'safety by adding lampposts. Funding would
come from sponsors.
"I'd like to see my name on a sign on a light
in the Greenbelt. It would be a great way to get
funding for the project," he said.
In addition, he said he would consider
installing emergency telephones. similar to'
those found.on campus. .
Another Honey proposal that could benefit
students is his desire to expand affordable
housing. .
Honey said he has noticed empty lots
around Cole and Broadway Streets, and
believes these lots could be used for low-
income housing.
"I disagree with the idea that we need to
have high-rise' apartment complexes," he said.
"It means there are more cars in a smaller area
and would cause much more. problems with
traffic than what it would solve with hous-
ing."
He also mentioned slum neighb()rhoods
that exist in Boise.
"I consider it a crime if you don't maintain.,
property," he said. "If we are having problems"
with this, I think the city should increase the
penalties." . . ..-'
Honey said to enforce neighborhood safety",
the solution lies in pooling resources. ,;
"I truly believe in the ~eighborhlJod watch,':
and I think 'you should get to know your I
neighbors," he.said. ., ,
Above all else, Honey's biggest concern is I
improving the lives of the working class. ,
"My ultimate goal is to go' to the state legis- .
lature and remove the right to work referen-»
dum so we can all make a livable wage," he,
said. '
He said he sees problems withthe cost of:
living rising without a commensurate Increase-
in wages. . '
"Corporations themselves. are getting',
wealthier and healthier while at the same time.:
the workers making that happen are not get-.
ting a livable wage they need," he said. ' :
He said the City Council has no control.
over layoffs by companies in the city.
He also said it is time for corporations to
start living up to the promises they sought to,
do business here. ."
City Council
candidate
describes how
BSUfits into his
election
platform
By Laura Wvlde
Tile Arbiter
Boise State will join the
University of Idaho and Idaho
State University in establishing
a Biomedical Research
Infrastructure Network, with
funds from a $6 million, three
year grant from the National
Institutes of Health.
The new collaborative pro-
gram will focus on medical
genomics, with an emphasis on
human health, and understand-
ing how cells transmit signals.
Medical genornics is the practi-
cal application of the Human
Genome Project.
"We're excited for the poten-
tial to expand research pro-
grams at Boise State and to
share expertise," said Martin
Schimpf, Boise State associate
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciencesand acltemistry profes-
sor who will participate in the
new project. "This presents
expanded opportunities for stu-
dents and is another step for-
ward in science education in
Idaho."
This year, the three universi-
ties will share $2million as part
of the three-year project. Boise
State and Idaho State will each
receive $500,000.The University
of Idaho, which will administer
the program, will receive $1mil-
lion.
The NIH funding will allow
the establishment of a bioinfor-
matics network among the three
Idaho schools.The sophisticated
computer system will allow the
rapid sharing and analysis of
the biomedical data produced
by the cooperating scientists.
In addition, the grant will
fund a portion of faculty mem-
bers' time so they can be com-
petitive nationally for future
funding, and will also provide
funds for undergraduate and
graduate students to do
research. Each university will
use the grant for individual pri-
orities.
Boise State's portion of the
project involves developing its
expertise in structural biology
and in proteornics. the scienceof
understanding which proteins
will expand its current genetic
sequencing at the ISUMolecular
ResearchFacility.
BoiseState biology professor
Julia T. Oxford, a co-principal
investigator in the project, laud-
ed the "collaborative spirit" of
the initiative. "The grant pro-
vides an opportunity for
researchers in the Boise area to
make a more significant contri-
bution to advances in biomed-
ical research,"she said.
The grant is part of the NIH's
IDeA or Institutional
Development Award Program.
Last year, a team of ill and
Veterans Affairs Boise Medical
Center researchers won a $9.4
millionIDeAgrant to establish a
Center for Biomedical Research
Excellence.
The NIH program is similar"
to the pioneering National'
Science' Foundation's EPSCoR'
or Experimental Program to'
Stimulate Competitive'
Research. A statewide commit::
tee reviews grant applicationS'
from Idaho's universities and
helps researchers improve them"
for submission to funding agen-"
cies. ' .
The University of Idaho's;
Michael Laskowski led the team .
that won the $6 million NIH'
grant to establish a Biomedical
Research Intrastructure'
Network. "Had the three uni-
versities not gotten together this"
wouldn't have happened," '
Laskowski said. "We had to put"
the science first and work coop-
erative!y." ,.,"
Universities receive grant for biomedical research
BSU News ServiceS
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Concert attendance falls after 9/11
By Howard Cohen cert ticket for the top 50 touring
Knight Ridder Newspapers acts this year rose to $46.69, with
Madonna, U2, Janet Jackson and
In the summer of 2001, many Stewart charging considerably
pop musicians were crooning more.
the same tune: the blues. When final figures are tal-
For the first time since 1997, lied, this summer's concert sea-
concert attendance took a nose son is projected to be one of the
dive during the usually busy weakest in years. In the most
summer season. Such generally recent tracking period, January
top-draw acts as Eric Clapton,: to June 2001, ticket sales were
Rod Stewart, 'N. Sync, the already down 12.3 percent com-
Backstreet Boys, and the multi- pared with the first half of 2000,
act Ozzfest found themselves according to Pollstar. In 2000,
playing to empty seats. the top 50 touring acts sold 12.9
Long before the events of million tickets in the first half of
Sept. 11 altered the entertain- the year. In 2001, these acts,
ment landscape, the concert which included perennial
industry had been in a slump _ favorites Jimmy Buffett, the
thanks to an economy on the Dave Matthews Band and a
knife edge of recession and the pairing of Elton John and Billy
continuing escalation of ticket Joel, sold just 10.9 million.
prices. The fallout could mean fewer
"The economy continued to bands on the road next year -
worsen through the course of especially young up-and-com-
the year," said Gary ers who need the experience
Bongiovanni, editor-in-chief of and exposure garnered from
Pollstar, a concert-industry performing during the opening-
trade magazine. "All these lay- act slots at major tours.
offs. That's going to affect any- And then came the tragic
body trying to sell a product events of Sept. 11.
that appeals to people's discre- "All my shows, especially in
tionary income, and that's cou- . Florida, are way off," said Jon
pled with the fact that ticket Stoll, president of West Palm
prices have gone up an average Beach-based Fantasma, which
of $3 a ticket." books concerts around the
The average price of a con- country. "The shows on sale
priorto Sept. 11 were a little off,
the economy was softening, but
NOTHING like .this. Counts
have fallen substantially since
Sept. 11 _ in some cases 25 per-
cent, or even 80 percent."
"We know that on Sept. 11
business died," Bongiovanni
said. "It's starting to come back
now, but it's tough to regain
momentum on shows that pe0-
ple suddenly stopped buying
tickets for _ October and
November shows."
Other factors contribute to
the industry's predicament.
There were no major reunion
tours on the scale of Fleetwood
Mac or the Eagles to generate
excitement from boomers, who
traditionally tend to have the
disposable income to spend on
concerts. One reunion, from '80s
popsters the Go-Go's, did dis-
mal business even in mid-sized
venues. Stadium-level draws
like the Rolling Stones and Pink
Floyd had nothing new to pro-
mote, so they didn't tour.
Conversely, some acts sim-
ply tour too often and, in the
case of prefabricated newer acts
like 'N Sync, these performers
lack the body of work to sustain
annual treks for cash-strapped
younger fans.
"Obviously, we saw
Organization approved
for child-care funding
BSU News Services Barbara Brooks, an education voice for children," said Woods.
specialist with Boise's Child According to the proposal,
The Boise chapter of Stand Care Connections, presented the titled "Boise Cares," the city is
For Children, a national organi- proposal to obtain the funding currently experiencing a short-
zation seeking to unite local to the Boise City Council earlier age of qualified staff in the field
groups with deep concerns this year. of early care and education.
about children's issues, has won This week, the Boise City When teachers come and go
approval of a $200,000 stipend Clerk's office sent pamphlets frequently due to low pay, the
program for the city's child-care explaining the program to all children in their care often expc-
community. licensed Child-care workers in rience that "turnover" as a per-
, With the help of Kim Frank- the city. sonalloss, which can result in an
Kirk, Stand For Children's The City Clerk's office will increase behavior problems and
national organizer, the Boise keep statistics, evaluate the effi- a decreased ability to learn.
chapter will receive funding ciency of the program and According to the proposal, child
from the city of Boise and the administer the funding. The care wages in Boise average
Idaho Department of Health & pilot program is designed to $6.07 an hour, or $12,000 per
Welfare for the stipend. serve as a model for similar pro- year. According to U.S.
: Funds are designed to pro- grams statewide. Department of Labor statistics
vide financial assistance for area The purpose of the program for Boise, low wages consistent-
child-care teachers for the next is to increase the quality, stabili- ly force early childhood profes-
t!V0 years. The city of Boise and ty and retention of child-care sionals into other jobs that pay
H&W will both provide $50,000 teachers. Licensed child-care more. -
a year for the next two years. teachers in Boise who provide Connie Martinsen, a child
. Stand For Children, a proof that they have received care and development instruc-
research-based, nonpartisan, specified training through certi- tor at Boise State, and Brooks
nonprofit, grassroots organiza- fication or transcripts in child have been working closely with
tion was founded in 1996 in development courses can apply Frank-Kirk to increase funding
Washington, D.C. for the stipends. and education for child care in
: With the funding, the Boise Boise's Stand For Children Boise. Child Care Connections
cftapter hopes to .increase and chapter began in February 2001. along with other child-care
improve the quahty of educa- Members began learning how to providers seek to increase the
non for teachers of young chil- lobby, build their cases and pre- availability of quality, afford-
dren. Early childhood teachers sent statistics and problems to able child care while promoting
apd caregivers who take courses the City Council. the care and development of
and workshops above and "Membership currently con- children.
lieyond the current Boise city sists of teachers, parents, stu- "The better educated and the
l{censing requirements will be dents, nurses, doctors and vari- more committed teachers are,
e)igible for stipends through the ous others throughout the com- the better it is for the children,"
program. munity who have expressed Martinsen said.
~ Teresa Woods, a student at strong desires to improve early
Boise State University, and childhood education and be a
Your co,tume
Wiz!
Come in on any Sunday from 4 p.m. to
close and show your college 10. When you
purchase one entree and two beverages you
will receive a second entree
FREE.,
but t aloexchange .com
anytime Monday - Saturday show your
college 10 and receive a
10% discount
on your entire guest check.
3599 Federal Way
(In front of the FredMeyer)
Offer not valid with any other specials. coupons or discounts. Not valid
on holidays. Please show college 10when paying. Expires 12/31101.
Madonna had no problem sell-
ing $250 tickets and U2 had no
problem selling those $130 tick-
ets. Really hot ads can get away
with it. But all other acts with-
out pent-up demand, people
who have seen them in years
past feel they can skip them this
time around," Bongiovanni
said. "Backstreet Boys and 'N
Sync are experiencing some of
that. They've toured repeatedly
and came back this year with
tickets that were 10 percent
higher."
Also, many shows simply
aren't worth the money or effort
it takes to attend a 9Q-minute
concert, especially at a faraway
venue. Factor in rude patrons,
overpriced comfort food, gas
and perhaps money for a baby-
sitter, and suddenly staying at
home with your favorite artist's
CD or DVD doesn't seem so bad
to some fans.
Even Madonna, who com-
manded $250 for top tickets for
her mega-hyped, theatrical
Drowned World Tour and who
saw scalpers charge _ and get _
10 times that, disappointed as
many fans as she pleased by
refusing to play her hits.
It's a delicate balance stars
face: satisfying their artistic
need for growth and making
fans happy. Fail at the latter and
future attendance could suffer.
"From experience, we know
what songs the audience wants
to hear," said Aerosmith gui-
tarist Joe Perry. "The bottom
line is we're there to play for the
fans and we're there to have
them walk out with a smile. We
hear 'Walk This Way' every
other night, but for someone
else it may be only time they've
heard the song live. You've got
to realize, for us, there are a lot
of different generations coming
to the shows and people want to
hear a mixture."
Consequently, for
Aerosmith, walking this fine
line has proven wise. The hard
rock group has seen sellouts for
nearly every show on its Just
Push Play Tour.
So the news wasn't all bad on
the concert trail. In addition to
Madonna, U2 and Aerosmith
who had smash hit tours, oth-
ers, like country's Tim McGraw
and pop road warrior Neil
Diamond, had reason to cele-
brate the year financially. Mid-
level acts like Matchbox Twenty
and Godsmack also did well in
smaller venues.
In Madonna's case, the pop
icon hadn't toured in eight
years, and even on her Girlie
Tour in 1993, she played only a
handful of cities,' thus building
anticipation for this world trek_
on the heels of her two well-
received albums "Ray of Light"
and "Music" _ to a fever pitch.
Thousands of fans had never
seen the superstar perform live.
And U2 is "truly one of the
great bands in the world and
have the reputation and chops
to back that up," said
Bongiovanni, explaining the
popularity of the Irish group's
Elevation Tour, a tour that
earned $69 million to snag the
No.1 spot on Pollstar's list for
the first half of 2001.
In the wake of the attacks in .
New York and Washington and
the subsequent war on terror-
ism, U2's healing messages on
its year-old CD, "All That You
Can't Leave Behind," have
taken on new meaning. And
there is reawakened interest in
the project. As such, the current
second leg of the tour could pro-
pel U2 to new heights.
Despite such glimmers of
good news, Bongiovanni
assured, "It's not going to be a:
banner year for business."
GETTING HIS NUMBER WAS EASY;
. -
REMEMBERING HIS NAME WASN'T.
Police arrest car vandals
after their second attack,
Juveniles cause
more than
$20,000 in
damage
By Tgmmy Sgnds
The Arbiter
Police have arrested three
juveniles in connection with
two recent vandalism attacks
on cars at University Park
apartments. Almost all the
cars belonged to Boise State
students.
Two juveniles originally
vandalized 12 cars on
Saturday, Oct. 13 causing
about $15,000 to $20,000 in
damage.
At about 11 p.m. last
Friday, however, the two
juveniles returned to the
scene and brought an extra
person with them, said
Deputy Dan Herrity of the
Ada County Sheriff's
Department. •
According to Herrity,
when a male resident of the
apartment complex heard
"banging noises," he went
Vote Nov. 6th for:
•Accountable Government
•Improved BUS System
•Safer Greenbelt
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Broadway Center
Laundry
and Dry Cleaning
1217 Broadway
Boise, 10 83706
Located behind Albertson's
Enter from Rossi Street
345-3940
7am to 9pm every day
Fully Attended Laundromat
• Coln-op
• Drop-off LaundrylSame-day Service
• Economy Dry Cleaning
Mention thla ad and gwt a discount
Under new mallaaemenl.
There's a way out. Just call the new and improved Qwest 411, give us the Information you have - like a number -
and we'll fill in the rest - like a name and anaddress •.Everything should be so easy.
out to investigate and saw said they vandalized the cars
the juveniles jumping on the because they were bored.
cars again. He interrupted The juvenile's parents can
them and apparently scared be held financially responsi-
them off. IITJ t ble, Herrity
Meanwhile, te cour can said. The sus-
another resi- order restitution, pect~ face. a'
dent called the but the likelihood possl~le tr~al
cops and two . •• • m [uvenile
off ice r s the uiciims WIll court if a
responded. see it isn't very ju~ge d~te~-
Off ice r s t" mmes a trial is
apprehended S rong. nee e s s a r y .
three male Other punish-
juveniles in - Sgt. Gary Rouse, Ada ments includ-
the parking County Sheriffs Dep. ing school
lot of the detention are
housing com- possible.
plex, Herrity said. "I don't know if the fami-
Only two or three cars lies of· these kids have
were damaged the second money, or have any insur-
time, causing about $2,000 in ance like a homeowner's pol-
damage, said Sgt. Gary icy," Rouse said. "The court
Rouse of the Ada County can order restitution, but the
Sheriff's Department. likelihood the victims will
Herrity said all three juve- see it isn't very strong."
niles were. eleven years old Herrity and Rouse both
and taken into custody. said public awareness.is vital
Because of their age, police for police success.
won't release their names. "Anytime you see some-
Later, they were released thing suspicious, call it in,"
into their parent's custody. . Herrity said.
Rouse said at least one of
the suspects confessed, and
STUDENT FEES
frompg.l
tional support could be paid mitting an idea to the execu-
using student fees as well, but tive budget committee,
school officials have opted formed by the Provost.
not to because this would Members of the committee
cause a huge increase in fees, 'include the Vice President for
Blake said. Finance and Administration,
Aside from the matricula- the Vice President for Student
tion fee, student fees support Affairs, a Faculty Senate rep-
a variety of activities, services resentative, a representative
and organizations on campus. each from the Classified Staff
Facility and technology Association and the
fees make construction of new Professional Staff Association
buildings and additions and and two representatives
repairs to current buildings appointed by ASBSU.
possible. It also helps in the Following the presentation
improvement of technological of the proposals, audience
resources within the school. members attending the com-
The activity fee supports mittee have the opportunity
events and groups on campus to voice opinions, Blake said.
ranging from athletics and After these proposals are
music to news and health given, the committee will
care. The departments that make recommendations to
receive the money can use it President Ruch. Ruch then
in any way they deem best. makes the final decision
This could include the pur- based on whether or not he
chase of new uniforms, equip- agrees with the board's sug-
ment, or any other items gestions. A recommendation
needed by the particular orga- is made to the Idaho State
nization in order to best rep- Board of Education for final
resent the school and benefit approval.
students. "Everyone needs' to
."Any group or organiza- remember that each fee is
tion can propose a fee or fee required to go through this
increase, but it must go whole process, it isn't just a
through a long and intense quick decision to increase or
process in order to be make additional fees," Blake
approved," Blake said. said.
The process begins by sub-
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New terms used after terrorism
By Jackie Loohauls
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
It is literally a war of words.
Language has taken on new
power since. the attack on
America. New associations
team up with familiar terms,
making .words into mini-
lessons about history and sen-
sitivity. We do not speak as
glibly as we did before Sept.
11.
Terrorist vs. terror. Ground
zero. Debris cloud. War.
Words in our changing lan-
guage today can have almost
the same force as a Scud mis-
sile.
"There is a new sensitivity
about language, a new call for
awareness," said Gregory
Iverson, professor of linguis-
tics at the University of
W is consin- Mil w a u k e e ,
"Words may have multiple
meanings in which one has
been bleached out." -
In the language battle,
Reuters news service found
itself under unfriendly fire
when it was caught issuing an
internal folicy memo about
the use 0 the word "terrorist"
in its stories. The memo
opined that "one man's terror-
ist is another man's freedom
fighter" and that the word
"terror" should be used with-
out its "-ist" ending. Reuters
wound up issuing an apology
"for the insensitive manner
which we characterized this
policy."
New York Times writer
Tom Kuntz notes that the
words take out now have a
darker meaning, a meaning
not from date night but from
the back alleys of Raymond
Chandler's fictional detective
Philip Marlowe. "I'll take him
out," Marlowe growls in "The
Big Sleep."
"We're going to get the ter-
rorists and we're going to take
them out," says Senator Bill
Nelson. And from House
Speaker J. Dennis Hastert: " ...
we're going to have to face
those people ... and take them
out."
These words mean war. But
what does war mean?
Language experts such as
Richard Leeman, professor of
communication studies at the
University of North Carolina-
Charlotte and author of the
book "The Rhetoric of
Terrorism and Counter-
Terrorism," ponder that ques-
tion. "In the past when we've
talked about going to war with
terrorists, we've been using
the word as a metaphor.
They're evil. We don't literally
mean we're going to war. This people, diluting it:'
time it's different. But war Says Leeman: "The tricky
rhetoric is very often accompa- thing in terms of language is
nied by vilification of the we still will talk about terror-
enemy through language, and ism as a crime as a tool to
the Bush administration has arrest them. The word 'war'
toned that down. The excep- signals to the other nations
tions are when (President) we're not going to respect their
Bush is speaking off the cuff _ sovereignty. Treat it as a crime
'wanted dead or alive:" and if, say, France doesn't
So is the United States at want to extradite someone, we
war, or was the Sept. 11 attack disagree but we honor their
a "crime?" David Barnhart, laws. But we have used the
who has studied new words line 'any nation that gives
coming into English since 1968 them safe harbor: 'War' better
and edits "The Barnhart summarizes the purpose:'
Dictionary Companion," The words of war abound.
notes, "People have been The Bomb. Blitz. Trenches.
dancing around this. War in Except that we usually hear
the conventional sense is a them during National Football
very old term: 'wyrre' from League broadcasts. That, too,
the year 1121. Something like has Changed.
'the war on poverty' is much Various sportscasters and
newer. People are unsure what writers have, for now at least,
to call this. There is some spec- put away their militarist lexi-
ulation that Bush was anxious con when reporting on football
to use the term 'war' to allo- games. Fox network execu-
cate funds quickly, a public tives banned such words as
relations and a political usage. "war room" from the mouths
When I started to think about of their broadcasters. And
it, 'crime' was the term that some sportscasters agree with
came to mind. As heinous as the change in terminology.
the event was, it certainly falls Tim Green, a Fox game ana-
outside the realm of what one lyst, explains: "We were
government does to another instructed explicitly in Fox
government. It's somewhere in Sports to make sure we edited
between our core concept of any allusions to war, especial-
war and crime. But to call it a ly when it came to long passes
crime is, in the minds of some _ a 'bomb' or an 'aerial attack:
Panelists discuss recent terrorism at forum
Don't throw your money
away on rent
( 'f ~
• Buy for less than renting
• Zero down programs
• Homes near BSU
• Graduate with $In your
pocketl .
( ~
For a free list of homes
call Josh Knight at
Prudential Jensen RE
371-2524 or-
boisebuilt@hotmail.com
Tutoring
•services
nut cost
effective
By Brgndon Figlg
The Arbiter
Panelists speaking at a forum
, Sunday at Boise State described
different ways to view terrorism
and the motivations of terror-
ists.
The forum, "From a
Community Perspective: The
Effects of September 11" was
sponsored by the Idaho
Progressive Student Alliance,
Honor Student Association and
ASBSU.
Panelists included Martin
Orr, sociology professor, Dr.
Greg Raymond, Honors College
director, Bill Sali, a conservative
representative from Kuna and
Dr. Yasmin Aguilar, a medical
doctor who recently left
Afghanistan for Boise.
"1 was impressed, and was
glad we were able to get people
to come out," said Laura Grant,
one of the forum's organizers
and member of the Honors
Student Association. "Any fur-
ther education was our motive:'
The forum began with pan-
elists speaking. for about ten
minutes and then answering
By Lgurg Wylde
The Arbiter
Not as many students
are using tutoring services
as expected. Although pro-
grams probably won't be
cut, lack of participation
makes them inefficient, said
Loris Crans, tutoring ser-
vices coordinator.
"Under no circum-
stances are we ever to can-
cel services," she said:
"However, it is not cost
effective if we provide ser-
vices for one student. lt is
assumed that out of one
class, there should be five
students interested in the
services, but there is not:'
Crans said students
might still harbor miscon-
ceptions.
"Every student at one
time or another needs tuto-
rial services," she said. "In
no way does that mean you
are a low level student.
Tutorial services arc just
aids to be successful, every
level of students can utilize
it. Our goal is for students
not to be quite as stressed
in classes and to make their
life easier:'
Crans also said there is
some confusion about the
programs she provides.
"We do not oversee the
writing center," she said.
"But we have a link to the
writing center on our web
site because our focus is to
get kids to use these ser-
vices:'
For more information,
visit http://www.gate-
way.boisestate.edu.
Be Smart!
audience questions. Here is an ities, arid the Pentagon, were
outline of what each panelist legitimate targets - not particu-
said. larly civilian targets.
Dr. Martin Orr
Orr first noted that many in
the audience believed his role
was to blame the U'S. However,
besides pointing to the costs of
U.S. foreign policy, Orr stressed
understanding the history of
Afghanistan and the Middle
East. .
"We need to know the histo-
ry and if we don't we're not pre-
pared to deal with this," he said.
"I worry about traveling down
the same path as we have before
_ we arc clearly at a crossroads-
and we need to think this
through."
Orr said from the perspective
of the Taliban, the U.S. is a ter-
rorist itself. U.S. support of
unpopular regimes throughout
the Middle East, economic sanc-
tions and support for Israel all
are seen as Western affronts, he
said.
Also, by U.S. military stan-
dards, Orr said the attacks on
the World Trade Center towers,
with their broadcast media facil-
This year there is
a reason to vote...
Blmprove public transportation
. B Protect your rights as a renter
6'Living wage ordinance
www.shawforcitycouncil.org
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience
Requirements .
• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 3D, 2002
• Be a U.S. citizen
• Oewilling to relocate to Japan for one year
.Applications are now available. The deadline for applying is December 5, 2001.
For more information and an application contact the Consulate General of Japan in Portland at
_2700 Wells Fargo Tower, 1300.SW 5th Avenue, Portland, OR 97201. Call (503)221-1811 x14
· or 1-800-INFO-JET. The applicalion-can-alsuiJe-founti-at-www;embjapan.nrg.------
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
BIRTH CONTROL?
Rep. Bill Sall
Sali first discussed new secu-
rity measures at the Capital,
such as more security guards.
Also, traffic may be blocked
from driving past the Capital
when legislators begin session
in January.
He then described his fear of
losing freedom and the respon-
sibility of Muslims to identify
extremists within their commu-
nity.
"The issue for me is free-
dom," he said. "There is no
room for terrorism in a civilized
world. I am absolutely certain
the attacks are not over, but we
shouldn't surrender our free-
doms either:'
Sali also read excerpts from
the Koran, which he believed
expressed hostility for other reli-
gions and ethnic groups.
Sali said that if only 1percent
of Muslims are extremists, there
McConnehey Family Medicine
1418 Caldwell Blvd
Nampa, Id 83651
(208)465-0451
Participants needed for a Clinical Research Study comparing 2 FDA approved birth control
methods on bone mineral density. To be eligible you must be between the ages of 18 to 35
-years old, and have not used .DEPOPROVERA@ or NORPLANT@ in the last 5 years. If
you are enrolled into the study you will receive,stGdy related physical examinations, bon~
. scaDs, Iaboratoryserviees, and study ~_ ... all at no cost.U-aUfj' ~ J
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I think it was a thoughtful
instruction by the executives at
Fox. Everyone has to do their
part to help the country move
on. There are a hundred ways
you can describe the game.
One is with a military flavor
and there's no need for 'that.
Instead of saying it was 'a
spectacular bomb' you say
'What a great over-the-shoul-
der catch!' Language in broad-
casting is our business. Once
something is unacceptable
.business practice you don't go
back to it, like an executive
walking in and say-ing to his
secretary, 'Where s my cof-
fee?' "
In marketing, too, the front
has changed. Mary Meehan of
Iconoculture, a Minneapolis
firm that tracks cultural
trends, notes the sudden
demise of such marketing
phrases as "front lines," "bat-
tle cry" and "under the gun:'
And Iconoculture associate
Kirk Olson says; "We're look-
ing at a small window within
the evolution of language and
it's hard to know how big that
window will be. Certainly the
use of militarist expressions -
'on the front lines looking for
your second round of venture
financing' _ doesn't seem
appropriate:'
RUCH
fromP9.1
show that revenues are "droi
pi like a rock:'mxu state institutions were
asked by the govemor to reduce
their spen~ this year by 2
percent. . This reduction
amounts to $1.4million at Boise
Stare. .
"You don't have to be too
bright to know we are looking
at a tight budget," he said ..
Ruch fears next year's stare
budget may require holdbacks
in excess of 2 percent if the ec0-
nomic trend continues.
"There's an old saying, 'a
million here, a million there,
sooner or later you get to the
real money,' well, we're looking
at the real money," said Ruch.
He said these conditions cre-
ate a significant necessity to
restructure the university.
One way to cut costs is to
reduce paid positions. Ruch
said he would try to cut posi-
tions that are not staffed at pre-
sent before taking jobs that nave
people in them.
"I'm not going to do that all
by my lonesome," he said.
Ruch said there is an orderly
process to staff reductions,
which involves student input as
well.
In the current stare of budget
upheaval, Ruch said the univer-
sity needed to create contingen-
cies and consider all the options
when called upon to make
. are potentially thousands of ter-
rorists in Idaho and the U.S.
alone.
"How do we distinguish
who the enemy is? I don't
believe it is all of Islam, but it is
some of the fringe. So we need
.members of the Islamic commu-
nity to help us identify those
who hate the u.s."
Because many people have
fled Afghanistan, Aguilar said
she is concerned how the coun-
try will ever be re-built. She
fears rule by the Northern
Alliance will not improve the
life of average Afghani's.
Dr. Greg Raymond
Raymond first defined ter-
rorism as a tactic used 1:lY
groups to strike fear in wider
audiences. .
Raymond then discussed the
relationship of terrorism and
technology. He said terrorism
really got started in 1867 - the
year dynamite was invented. :
The next threshold in the
evolution of terrorism was the 9-
11 attacks, due to the massive
devastation involved. '
Nuclear weapons, or even
just radioactive material to be
spread with conventional explo-
sives, could be the next step in
the evolution of terrorism. :
Dr. Yasmin Aguilar
Aguilar said she and other
Muslims fear violence in the
us.
"Terrorism doesn't mean
Islam, don't hate us," she said.
Aguilar said Islam doesn't
teach intolerance or hate, and
people must not make false
judgements about the religion.
She also -said U.S. military
action should be conducted
carefully, especially since good
intelligence on Osama bin
Laden's whereabouts are
sketchy.
"Onlr the poorest of the poor
are stil ill Afghanistan," she
said.
SEARS, A PEOPLE-FOCUSED
FORTUNE 25 COMPANY,
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RETAIL SINCE THE J880s.
Our outstanding career development
. programs and our highly supportive
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interviews on the following day,
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Weigh options before raisi·ng fee$
in higher education spending
would cost the University
around $7.5 million. Such a
loss may mean, cutting about
80 faculty members, which
would reduce the number of
students able to attend the
University by 2,400. This
would mean an additional
loss of student revenue
, amounting to about $4.1 mil-
lion.
While we acknowledge that
difficult times will call for
some inconvenience, there
must be other costs that can be
cut before a nearly $300-$400
fee increase hits the student
body. '
Any increase in fees will
. .
or are planning families .
If there is a cost in pro-
gramming to be cut, it should
come in other areas of the
University' that will not leave
out students. In these trouble-
some economic times, a col-
lege degree gains increasing
importance. Also, if current
students 'are frozen out, that
may mean students will have
to drop out of college while
owing costs of college loans.
Examples of program cut-
ting offered by student gov-
ernment include passing on a
multimillion dollar SUB reno-
vation project, which would
benefit outside' groupS who
use the SUB far more than stu-
dents. Also, a cut in ·adminis-
trative salaries could offset
some costs. President Charles
Ruch's $100,000 plus per year
'Illustrouon'by Ryan Hancock. 1beArblle. salary is' about half wh~t
price students out of an educa- President George W. ~ush IS
tion, ~ut an increase-of this paid, and few would argue
m~gmtude would be a devas- that the two jobs are consum-
tatmg blow. . t' kl d t s
B
. St te' tud b d . ma e In wor oa or s re s
oise a e s s. . y 0 y. IS• level:
largely non-traditional, with In short we hope that the
st~d~nts who need to w~rk for administration will work with
a living, and are not relymg on students to see that we are not
the largesse of mom and P?p· priced out of a valuable col-
Many students. have families, lege education.
each 1- percent holdback
means a loss of about
$750,000.
Currently, the so-called
matriculation fee for full-time
students is almost $750. If a 10
percent fee raise were enacted,
it would be taken out of full
student fees, not
including
optional health
insurance.
Currently, total
student fees
amount to
$1,332. Ten per-
cent would mean an addition-
al $132 a semester.
With the 15percent number
being tossed around, that
number could go even higher ..
Though 15 percent is the
figure being much discussed
lately, it is not final. The
University presidents asked
the State Board of Education if
it could begin discussion on
raising fees over the Board's
10 percent maximum.
According to Daryl Jones,
vice president of Academic
Affairs, and chair of the
Executive Budget Committee,
which controls student fee
increases, a 10 percent cutback
.~ With the economy in a
.downturn, the economic
impact will not ignore Boise
State University, or higher
.education in Idaho. Whereas
last year the economy was in a
.large surplus, with the Sept.
11 attacks and the new nation-
al state of affairs,
.the future of
J:~ducation fund-
ing in Idaho
'remains in
doubt.
. There is cur-
,rently no exact .
number for what a fee raise at
'Boise State might entail. We
.know that the 2 percent bud-
get holdback by Gov.
Kempthorne earlier this year
'should remain fixed. The cut-
.backs may even go as high as
10 - 11 percent.
Without knowing how high
these cutbacks might go, the
University is now considering
how to offset these costs with-
out cutting student programs,
or affecting the quality of edu-
cation at Boise State.
~According to figures provided
'by the University president
"and vice presidents before the
'"ASBSU Senate on. Tuesday,
Ratified
unanlmouslyby
Editorial Board
Apersonal plea from one
of the 1'i,000stude~ts
need someone rubbing salt in
an already gaping wound. 1
understand why it is so impor-
tant to be popular but it seems
to be the lifeblood of some stu-
dents both college and college-
bound.
I think teens who are the so-
called "outcasts" in school are
those who have just given up
on trying to be popular. They
shrink away from the popular
'crowd and they find others
like themselves with whom
they can commiserate.
Look at Eric Harris and
Dylan Klebold-two very mis-
guided and destructive out-
casts who executed the mas-
sacre at Columbine high-they
were apart of a group of peers
who thought, felt, and hurt
inside the same exact ~ay.
They shared an internal con-
flictwith jocks and other popu-
lar groups at school and all
they wanted was nothing more
but payback for the rejection
they suffered. This insatiable
desire to be popular can con-
tinue from high school to' col-
lege.
Those who suffer from
something I Iike to call "attcn-
tion lust" are those people who
do have many friends but it is
never enough. They demand
constant attention. They are, as
Molly Rosen put it, "extrovert-
ed exhibitionist~."
It's an addiction; they can
never get enough. When they
don't get their required mini-
mum they become depressed
because their identities are
based on the reflections of oth-
Magazine advice
..is total garbage
can buy you the best of every-
thing."
And if we don't should we
divorce our parents and look
for different ones that can
afford to spoil us? If
our larents can't
affor it then should
we resort to any tac-
tics to acquire the
best of everything
just so we can feel
popular?
Could this be
motive for
teenage lar-
ceny or
fraud?
Rules 9,
5, and 7
state: "Be an extroverted exhi-
bitionist, act like a lunatic
when you feel like it, and wear
flashy clothes."
Okay, so much for the state-
ment that we should be true to
ourselves, and if people don't
like who we really are then too
bad. ,These rules could be
shortened to: be as ostenta-
tious and obnoxious as possi-
ble and you might get the
attention of a few other people
so that you can feel better
about yourself. '
I think rule #15 speaks for
,its self, "Join a secret society
that humiliates younger girls."
Shame on her for that.
Students have a hard
enough time with their self-
image anyway, they don't
for everything that I threw at
him. The answers to my ques-
tions can all be found in
President Ruch's interview
with the Arbiter.
I'd like to talk to Nate
Peterson for a moment. Mr.
Peterson, thank you so much
for watching out for us stu-
dents. I ask you now to please
work with President Ruch and
the other leaders. 1understand
that you are a part of the
school's financial/budget com-
mittee; please go to those meet-
ings and help us to find a bet-
ter way to offset the 2 percent
state decrease. Prove to us that
"severed ties" didn't actually
mean "severe pride." Let's fol-
low our AWESOME football
squad's example and all play.
on the same team - ifBrock and
Coach Dan aren't working
together, our Bowl-hopes are
sunk. Don't sink us, Nate.
Mr. Ruch, included is a pho-
tograph of my' little family. I
fell in love With Sara Hessing
(oops, it's Sara Harmer now)
just a year ago. We have high
hopes and big dreams that
start right here at BSU.Our lit-
tle baby will be born in
January, so please remember
that a 15 percent tuition
increase would cripple us. We
love this school and, like you
other students, are very proud
of it. Oh, and president, thanks
for taking five minutes with
one of your seventeen thou-
sand students.
Bv Sgm Hgrmer
I just finished reading, and
deleting, my initial response to
ASBSU President Nate
Peterson's opinion article. I
WAS SO MAD! I couldn't
, believe that the University's
president would just snake
right past our elected student
repres~ntatives and steal $400
from our pockets! WHAT A
SELFISHJERK!... right?
Wrong. 1 did just what our
Student Body President said to
do: I phoned ASBSUHQ and
told them what I thought about
the tuition fee-hike. Naturally,
, they were on my side, and we
aecided that we were the good
guys. So, who was the bad
guy? It had to be President
Ruch, so I phoned him, too.
I Had never really thought
oi just phoning the president of
the U\1iversity, so I was really
surprised when his secretary,
Carolyn, told me that he would
call me right back! Hey, I've
been phoning High School
Principals for the last two
weeks for an assignment and
got only ONE of.them to even
return my call, but the
President of our University
was more than happy to call
me right back!
Well, I wasn't home at the
agreed time to receive his
phone call... I wanted some
real answers about this tuition
increase, and I wanted them
straight from the Bronco's
I have read a lot of bull in
_ my life, but a story in the
, November 2001 issue of "YM,
" Young and Modem," tops the
" pile.
A story
titled, "How
. to be popular"
by Molly
Rosen focuses
around 19
" rules shared
-, by two differ-
" ent girls. At
first I thought
it was written
tongue-in-
cheek, but Ms.
Rosen is actu-
ally serious! .
Erin Daley and Diane Arms
decided that they would grace
us with their pathetic wisdom
of the tactics to being "famous"
at school. Some of the rules to
live by, according to these
girls, are so ludicrous I could
not help but be amused and
shocked.
Rule #3: "Make yourself
over." Erin states, "I got braces
so my teeth became straight. I
bought contacts. I used to have
a big nose and big ear, but I
totally grew into my face."
Give me a break-SO, if
" Mummy and Daddy can't
afford to alter your body in
order to'fit in than you are ver-
itably doomed to obscurity.
Rule #3 seems to coincide with
rule #16, "have parents who
Sam and Sara Harmer
mouth. .After hiking through
the Aqministration Building
for 20minutes I found-out that
his office is actually in B-307.
When I walked into the foyer I
totally expected to get booted
right out of there, but Carolyn
(she's so nice) sent me right in
to see him!
Have you ever seen
President Ruch? From all of the
awful articles that I've' read
about that selfish, rich,
Simplot-wannabe, you'd think
that he was a horrible monster!
I got quite a surprise when I
walked in and shook hands
with Santa Claus himself!
President Ruch is the kindest
man that I've met in a long
while. He immediately offered
me a seat and then chose for
himself the one right beside me
(instead of his own cushy, soft
one). He was all smiles and let
me ask him tons of questions.
He had simple, honest answerssee NEWBOLD on pg. t 2
Cuts should be made in bureaucracy. not financed by students
than the national average. Nor the exchange of education don't raise student fees then we
should student fees bear the between instructor and student, will have to 'lay off faculty.
burden for a 2 percent budget that and all other services pro- Once again, I say, "Over my
hold back; _ vided by the administration are dead body," or at least, not until
I believe that BSU and other secondary and of less conse- we cut the bureaucnicy at BSU
University officials should fol- quence to the student's welfare ~SQ that the acronym'once again
low the lead of Appleton and than instruction. means Boise State University,
focus on serving the interests of It would necessarily follow not Bureaucratic -State
the primary stakeholders, that providers of secondary ser-: University. . .
namely, faculty and students. vices are secondary in impor- l.don't currently have empir-
SinceBSUprides itself on taking tance to providers of the prima- ical data, but I would bet that
a business approach, it should- ry service, faculty. . the ratio of administrators to.
n't be too difficult. I state these candid and self- students has risen much faster
. Taking a business approach, 'evident facts so that the univer- • than the .ratio of faculty to stu-
one would do as Appleton'did, sity administration will u:.....der- dents. I would also bet thaf the
which is to serve the mterests of. stand why I believe they shoulQ. ratio of a~sttators to faculty,
the primary stakeholders. ,cut administrative bureaucracy has increaSedsignificantly. .
In higher education, the in light of the 2 percent budget My department, the
.product or service that universi- holdbacks. By doing so, BSU Economi;:s department, had
,ties provide is education. The will not jC9pardize or sacrifice nine tenure track.pro~rs ten
main component of education is the integrity of the facUIty or years ago when B~'s enroll-
instruction, which is produced .interest of students, who are ment was only eight thousand.
by faeUJ.ty.The only reason the. analogous to the workers and The)' noW have lllgllt tenure
university exists is for the shareholders of a private corpo- track professors with a new
demand or benefit of the stu- ration. position on hold. At the same
dent. I have already heard the fal-
The main responsibiijty for laci()us false alternative spoken, see PETERSONon 1>9- 12
the administration is facilitating by administrator.s that, if we_------RIAwards
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workforce during this difficult Appleton on managing a com-
time." pany in the best interest of its
Regarding the targeted primary stakeholders. He has
salary cuts for employees mak- sacrificed administration and
ing in excess of $60,000, bureaucracy for quality and sen-
Appleton referenced the plight sibility.
of workers making Recently, Presidents in
less than $60,000by response to state budget hold-
acknowledging that backs of 2 percent, proposed to
he was "aware of the the Idaho State Board of
challenges' of mak- Education that they would ask
ing ends meet in this _for student fee increases of as
economy." much as 15 percent to make up
Idahoans and for the shortfall created by-the 2
Americans every- percent holdback.
where should These Presidents, including
a I' I'1a u d our own President Charles
A I' I' 1e ton Rum disavowed themselves as
for his lead- responsible leaders for the stu-
ership in dent community.
this darken- The feasibility and justifica-
ing economy. He has temporar- tion of increa~ing student fees
ily escaped layoffs while not by.15percent is ridiculous if not
jeopardizing the integrity of his repugnant. Idaho residents and
workforce or shareholders' taxpayers should not be priced
interests., out of a public education as
Idaho University Presidents Idahoans' rate of participation
should take a - page from in higher education is lower
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ByK,llen B, Wllllgms that instead of focusing on
how scared we should be we
, The whole nation seems to should try and focus more on
be under a blanket of silent what we can do to change it. I
'fear. I hear them mention fear guess there's not a whole lot I
on the news, and individuals can do to stop the turning of
mention their fear to me per- the giantco~ and wheels
sonally. Some people nave of the corporate media and
even gone as far to' the values that are
say that fear is ne~-.. [,Guest Ip,opellmg." thisessary for us' in •• country in' Its
, these times. QRlDlOn political and eco-
,Most people nomic endeavors.
though seem to be . On the other hand
cloaked in a denial-coated I feel that we as individual
subconscious kind of fear. I human beings on this earth
don't know anyone who has can share with those less for-
ever made a rational decision tunate than ourselves.
based out of fear nor have I I don't just mean sharing
ever heard of such an act. This our food' or our money
doesn't mean that it's never (although that can be very
happened, just that I am not helpful as well), but sharing
aware of it. . our love and compassion for
I just wish the news would those who don't have the
stop drowning us in the nega- strength or support in their
tive ALL THE TIME and lives to do the same
maybe throw a positive story This entire ordeal, and the
or two in there. Could boost- majority of problems in the
ing the incredibly lo~ morale world are the result of hate,
now in this country really be greed, and fear. ,Since the
that bad? Isn't that what we beginning of time we've tried
actually need in this time of to battle these components by
heightened anxiety and not implementing "scare tactics"
more and more reasons to fill wnich only inspire even more
our lives with even higher lev- hc.te, greed, and fear.
els depression and anxiety so These are the things that
prevalent in our nation even caused the vast majority of the
before the attacks of 9/11/017 awful things now prevalent in
Even if the media feels the the world and the only
news must be negative, could- weapon we have that even has
n't they show some of the a chance of turning the tables
other terrible things in the and eliminating all of the ter-
world just to give us a break rible things people face every
form" Anthrax and bombs?" I day is the weapon of uncondi-
feel that people should try and tiona I love.
come to grips with the reality This does not require us to
that we live in a dangerous approve of anything that any-
world. one else does, it simply
Approximately 60,000 peo- requires us to love that person
pIe die every year in car crash- regardless of anything. That
es, and yet every day we get" person may even need to be
into our cars and feel totally exterminated from this world
safe. Why aren't we focusing and you may be the person
all this attention on the war who must exterminate them,
against cancer? Way more but that doesn't mean that you
people will die this year from can't love that person.
that than from terrorism. This is by far the most diffi-
What I'm trying to say is cult thing we can do in our
lives but it is also the most
powerful. It is difficult to see
any reason to love those by
whom you are hated, but
what gam does returning that
hate hold? Who wins by'
returning that hate? Does It
benefit . you at all?
Unconditional love is nothing
like "love" that most of us are
familiar with. It is not like the
. intimate relationship between,
two' people. It is simply the
complete opposite of hate.
It is to care for everyone
and everything just as you
care for yourself. There are
those who don't care for them-
selves however, but that in
itself is simply the lack of
unconditional love in there
lives. Most people who don't
love themselves are those who
have never been loved by any-
one else. Perhaps all they need
is one simple gesture from
.anyone showing that they are
cared for.
The road, of unconditional
love is not an easy one and it
is also not one in which to pro-
duce overnight results. It is
however, if we desire to make
any progress toward the ulti-
mate goal of everyone living
in "heaven on earth," (or,
whatever you want to call
your personal idea. of a
utopia) the only road we can
take.
Please, the next time you
are offended by a neighbor, a
co-worker, or even your most
hated enemy, don't return the
favor by perpetuating the
wave of 1late, greed, and fear
that has almost overcome our
existence. Only through love
is it possible for everyone to
win. And I fear that if we
choose any other path the only
thing that will win will be the
earth as it would finally be rid
of the destructive human race.
Thank you all kindly for
your time and existence.
,,~,/ " .l:i;tt,=1}~lnj,i.~""
""'''-II.JL.,~0F;{" .estate .BQard.. of EduCatiOn';CODleS;UP:\\rjth"- . . ,
',:',>.hasseta<:apon the~incrt!aSe .amCodions: cmd'Ca,i,When'
1~W1llprlce~ , at lo.~t.1his is ,SQ,the"rornered":~Y~I'tt!rS?~e;
.st\ldentsoUt ',' , ~~~~ce ~~~~~~cmr~dit s<\ddenlng thaf the
. incre~ in th~ at theuni-vice president of "Student
''Wedon(twanttodisco~· versities, and so those mem- Affairs andthe pJ;'CSidentofthe
age students from attending" hers of the community who UniversiWdo noffeelthat$tU~,
sChoolbecause of the cost" w~ choose,"to go to school have dents ,~ important en9\lgllto
a statem~t m..ade' by the BIg reasonable and fair shot at be mduded in, dialogue con-
,Cheese himself, Dr. ~arles receiving an education; But as eeming the future of this insti·
Ruch (who last year received a time goes by and the elites of tution. . ."
$150,~bonus). Well Chuck, the education system get more' ,I am also angered by the
th~t IS exactlx what you are power, they choose to raise the fact that Dr. Blake and Dr.
gom~ ~ d~ if you and your fees, raise the price on parking Ruchexpect anyone to believe
ad!l'lrostration ~ontinue to- permits, raise the price to live, they had no idea they were '
pn.,ce o.ut. ~otential stude~ts. therefore raising the level of gOinqto propose the. 15pe~·.
from recel~g an educati~>n discouragement to .the stu- cent increase. FollOWIngtheir
?ere at BOIse State. WIlli dents who will have to sacri- argument,iliat assumes that I
mcreased stud~nt fee raises, fice not getting an education do not know what I amwriting
Rumor has It that me~rs because the price is just too right now until I have finished
of y?u staff have been sta~ng high. So we as students (17,000 Writingit. It is ridiculous. I ask
that if the feesde;>not get raIsed strong) of this, institution iliat students who do notwant
ilie~ ;faculty WIll have ~o.be should question ilie motives of to pay an extra $400 a year to
sPeed, as well as budding the Presidentofthis University attend..school will join me in
I:roposals such as llie reno~a- Dr. Charles Ruch on his protesting the J5 percent
bO~ ~f the Student Uroon request to raise the fees to mcrease. It is imperative tIlat
Buildmg. These rumor~ can attend this school by 15 per- we fight against such a steep
upset even ilie most uronter- cent which will amount to increase in our fees. It is hard
ested students who know iliat around $400next year. enough for many students·,to
~our staffmembers make Wee afford tuition and bool<s
times as much as most faculty Trevor Klein now-just think about how
members. If iliere need to be mudl more difficult it will be
cut backs and money raised to Cut pay of BSU when you have to shell out an
cover the potential deficit ilian Administration extl'a $400 per year to attend
I?r. Ruch and his a:dministra- school.
tion s~ould look at themselv.es Furthermore, perhaps Dr.
and discover a way to take pay Once again, university offi- Ruch and his clan should con-
cuts or decreases. in their cials prove they have no idea sider cUtting back their own
al b f all th how to communicate ideas,s ~ e ore PUttin,~.. e thoughts or policies. Last 'salaries by 15 percent. These
welg t and resho~1 Il~ty on week, after ilie almighty State high-paid officials, have
ilie students (w 0 10 this cor- Board of Education met, it was proven iliey lack. solid busi-
porate world would be the found out that President Ruch ness and communication
shareholders) of BoiseState. and his fellow cabinet mem- ,skills, thus they deserve to
For a person who does not ,.. d . th'.<\ f d b bers are~roboSing to increase receIve a ecrease 10 elr
go Wlulout 00 ,or etter yet ad> salary. Students should not
person whom does not even stu ent ees y 15percent. b 11 f thi . h I
have to cook his own food. In my opinion, Dr. Peg' DearR
a
dO d
S
~elg t;. ur~e
Ch I R ch
'gh h . Blake who is tile vice ~resi' r. Ulan oUler unIversItyar es u ml t ave to " . officials to do what is best for
consider that we as students dent of Student Affmrs,s ould <I.. ' '. • b . ,t..
d ak d
have disclosed this informa- UIISunIversity y cutting Ulelr
o not m e as mu 1money . ownpa
as he does to eat steak and bon to ASBSU, the student y.
potatoes on a daily basis. To body, and. the Arbiter.
raise fees by 15 percent is a However, thIS was not the
travesty to tile educational sys- ca~. Dr. Blake and Dr. ~uch
tern in this state. KarenMcGee" ' ,claun iliat the 15 percent Issue
\
Kara lalll/el}
ASBSU vice presidC1lt
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By lrotan All have money to pay the
instructors that are needed to
I believe that students are educate them."
the primary stakeholders of I feel that this statement
this university. The students captures the message that if
generate fees, pay for the we don't raise the fees by 15
institution, and most impor- percent, we will have to cut
tantly are the faculty. Even
backbone of this Guest though this might
establishment. ru~ ~:i.l.lbe a worse case"Yhen major deci~L..=Q~ scenario, I b~li~ve
SlOns are to be ,r-: that 'exammmg
made, it is impera- other avenues
tive that the students be given within our budget to cut is
a chance to provide input and necessary. In this same pleet-
questions. ' ing Dr. Ruch persuaded the
The students have been State Board to grant Boise
and always will be the check State funding for new turf. I
on the administration, and the believe this to be important,
purpose of the administration. but should this come before
Although, some students our faculty? At the same
might not agree with the out- meeting, Dr. Ruch requested
come, the students still an increase in student fees to
deserve a chance to elucidate help pay for instructors'
their stance on certain issues. salaries, and also asked the
However the students were Board to give the University a
left out of the equation when million dollars for new turf.
talks began on raising student Since Boise State University is
fees by 15 percent. a venue for higher education
It is the responsibility of not athletics, I believe that
the administration to inform when we talk about firing
students of their upcoming professors on campus we
projects. When the adminis- need to examine other places
tration leaves out the students to cut first (i.e. new turf).
they silence over 17,000 peo- I believe that the professors
pie who attend Boise State that make lip Boise State are
University. Dr. Ruch was as important as the students
quoted in the "Idaho and to undermine this is
Statesman" as saying, "We deceitful and dangerous to the
don't want to discourage stu- success of the University. I
dents from attending school will take a firm stance against
because of the cost, but we this 15 percent increase
also want to make sure we because this should have been
an issue first addressed to the
students. I might have agreed
with the increase to a certain
extent, but since our voice was
silenced I feel that this is an
independent reason to reject
the increase.
Dr. Blake, the 'vice presi-
dent of Student Affairs met
with a couple ASBSU and
myself members on Friday.
This meeting did answer
some of my questions and
concerns but failed to address
one issue: why weren't the
students informed from the
beginning? I feel that this was
done intentionally. If I knew
that there were' talks to
increase student fees, I would
have attended the State Board
of Education meeting in Twin
Falls.
Dr. Blake should have
'addressed the student senate,
faculty senate, or at least
President's cabinet when talks
began for this increase. I
believe that the executive
administration knew that this
increase might be an option
for several weeks. This I
believe this was a conspiracy.
When you don't inform the
students intentionally in
order to advance executive
politics it then moves from the
realm of deceit to a conspira-
cy. I condemn the administra-
tion for implying that ASBSU
needs to communicate better
when they can't communicate
themselves.
It is time for the adminis-
tration to examine other items
that can be cut. Their job is to
prioritize what the students
Want. The university strives
on the faculty and this 2 per-
cent budget holdback should
not affect them. If one profes-
sor is cut because of this I will
condemn the administration. I
have 'talked to a number of
students and faculty who
were outraged by President
Ruch' s comments. I urge
every student that I have
talked to and the others that
want to address this issue to
write an opinion addressing
this issue.
I feel that this can happen
again and we could be blind-
sided with another conspira-
cy. It is critical that we
respond to this accurately,
objectively and faidy. The
administration must recog-
nize their faults and now
move to increase relations
with the students. Since it is
the 17,000 students are the
reason this university oper-
ates, it is time for the students
and faculty to stand up and
not be silenced. As many of
you know, "silence is complic-
ity." It is our job to protect the
, faculty.
The 15 percent conspiracy
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Ryan Dinwiddie honored=====---Is it Just me
'.'
Oronco Soorts Information
Lay otrMJ Boise State quarterback RyanDinwiddie has been named college
football's National Player of the
Week by USA Today and ESPN
Magazine. The honor follows Boise
State's 35-30 upset win over nation-
ally ranked Fresno State University
this past Friday (Oct. 19).
Fresno State entered the game
undefeated with a 6-0 record and
was ranked eighth by the
. Associated Press, and 10th in the
USA Today I ESPN Coaches Poll.
A sophomore from Elk Grove,
California (Elk Grove High School),
Dinwiddie led the Broncos to their
win by completing 20 of 32 passes
for 297 yards, four touchdowns and
two intercel'tions. His efficiency
rating for the game was 169.1.
Dinwiddie also rushed for 34 yards
to finish the night with 331 total
yards.
His four touchdown passes went
for 16 yards to Brock Forsey, 18 and
19 yards to [eb Putzier, and 54
yards to Jay Swillie. The scoring
pass to Swillie came at the 7:12
mark of the fourth quarter andproved to be the winning points for PhoIo bVlon McShCUKlJIy. The ArbIter
the Broncos. ' Quarterback Ryan Dinwiddie prepares to add to his total passing yardage for the season,
Dinwiddie leads the WAC in
passing efficiency with a 168.91 rat-
ing. He is ranked third nationally behind
Rex Gorman of Florida (185.29) and Wes
Counts of Middle Tennessee State (169.4).
Through seven games this year Dinwiddie
has completed 125 of 199, passes for 62.4
percent, 1,973 yards and 18 touchdowns.
Oy Dauln Shindle
Sports editor
Is it just me, or are you sick of people bad
mout~ing Michael Jordan for making a comeback?
How 10 the world can anyone l'ustify talking badly
about the greatest basketball payer, if not greatest
athlete, of all time?
Sure at first I was a little skeptical of the idea. But
the reason I was skeptical was a selfish reason. I
wanted to keep the memories that I had of him when
he dominated the league and everyone in it. I didn't
wa~t him to tarnish the last image that everyone has
of him as he hit the game winning shot over the Jazz.
I wanted to remember how all the ignorant, band-
wagon fans in Utah all went silent; wondering what
went wrong, but not knowing enough about basket-
ball to figure it out.
This seems to be the main reason everyone wants
MJ to stay retired, they don't want to see him at less
than 100 percent of what they remember. But people
ne~d to realize whom they are talking about. This is
Michael Jordan. Jordan has lived a life above mythol-
ogy. He has done things on the basketball court that
no one else could even imagine doing. If someone
were to write a book about a basketball player,
Jordan's story would sound too cheesy. No one
would believe it.
This is the man that could will a team of mediocre
players to a win almost anytime he wanted. He could
take over a game at any time, on both defense and
offense, and either put it away or bring the team back
into the game. '
This is the man that never lost a NBA champi-
onship series that he played in. He was also the MVP
of all six championshlps that he won. Jordan single
handedly took over the last game he played in and
hit the game winning shot, the last shot of the season.
But even if MJ comes back and doesn't dominate
the league, which is unlikely, who are we to question
what he wants to do with his life? He's playing bas-
ketball at the highest level, not getting paid what he
is worth, and helping a group of young players learn
how to win. He just loves basketball, and if he does- On Saturday, the Nevada Wolf
n't think he's done, then he's not done. Pack will visit the blue turf to face
"It',s' not like his presence on the. court will hurt the long-time rival Boise State in what
,NBA. It's already helped and he hasn't played in a looks to be an exciting WAC
regular season game yet. The Wizards have already match-up.
sold out all of their home games for the season, and This is the 28th time the two
games will be sold out fqr every road game they schools have met and the third
play. Television ratings will be up and already are \ 'different conference the two
for exhibition games. , ' '. teams have played in together.
,c, 'Perhaps'the best part about the Michael Jordan'However, the teams haven't met
~QtP~bnokds'that""ow,,we'won'.t havl'1't~;lis~tt;fo,l~."":siriCe 1999, and perhaps not with
"NBC, and the NBA, kiss the Lakers' ass all. season:' ,thiSlnuch at stake.
Now they will probably be kissing MJ's ass, but I'd , 'The Broncos come fresh off the
rather' have that. NBC rearranged their schedule to ' biggest win in school history and
put more Wizards games on this season, which are poised to advance in league
means less Kobe and Shaq, and that is fine by me. standings. Beating the No.8 team
So Jordan is going to have to be the one that in the nation can have its disad-
makes me have any doubts about him, and from the vantages however, as teams have
looks of his play so far, there are no doubts here. now removed the target from
But maybe it's just me. Fresno State and pinned it straight
to the backs' of BSU, proclaiming
them the team to beat.
In the last five games for Boise State,
which has seen the Broncos win four of
them, Dinwiddie has completed 90 of 133
passes for 1,4~7 yards, 14 touchdowns and
just three interceptions for an efficiency rat-
ing of 192.45.
Dinwiddie and the Broncos return to'
action this Saturday (Oct. 27) when they
host the University of Nevada in another
WAC game. Kickoff at Bronco Stadium is
6:05 p.m. (MT)
Forgotten rival to come to Boise
Nevada is hungry after a dis-
appointing and frustrating over-
time loss to Rice, 33-30. They focus
on improving their record to the
.500 mark and attempt to get the
team back on track. The Wolf
Pack are led by former Idaho
coach Chris Tormey as he enters
his second year as' Nevada head
coach.
Nevada brings to the table the
second leading rusher in the
nation, in Chance Kretschmer.
Kretschmer is averaging 151.5
yards per game and trails only
UCLA's DeShaun Foster by 5
yards. Kretschmer will also
attempt to extend his streak of
gaining 100 or more rushing
yards in a game to 5. Last week
against Rice, Nevada racked up a
league-high, 600 offensive yards
in the losing effort.
In 1998, Nevada crushed the
Broncos in a 52-24 homecoming
romp in Reno. BSU however
would get the last laugh the fol-
lowing year in the schools' last
meeting as they spanked the Wolf
Pack to the tune of 58-23.
Pack head coach Chris Tormey
commented on BSU's success last
week and summed up his feelings
going into the game.
"Their fans there really get
behind them and with a big win
over Fresno State, I'm sure they'll
have a big crowd and that helps
make it a tough/lace to play.
They are balance with a good
quarterback in Dinwiddie, they
have developed an outstanding
receiving corps, and Brock Forsey
at running back is good. They
played a tremendous game at
Fresno. They went in there and
came back and made the clutch
plays in the fourth quarter to win
the game. I've seen the best and
worst of Boise State football and
they certainly have been on an
upswing these past four years." •
Boise State has won 16 of its
last 17 home games in Bronco
Stadium, and will tum to College
Football's "National Player of the
Week," Ryan Dinwiddie, to lead
the team.
Dinwiddie completed 20 of 32
passes for 297 yards and four
touchdowns last week against
Fresno. He also leads the WAC in
passing efficiency with a 168.91
rating and is ranked third nation-
ally.
Keep an eye on BSU tight end,
[eb Putzier as he Iooks to continue
his outstanding play. He has
caught 5 touchdowns in the last
two games and is now averaging
just over 60 yards a game.
. Kickoff begins at 6:05 at Bronco
Stadium and can be heard on 670
KBOI.
By Steve Gowgns
The Arbiter
Men's basketball last in poll
Rank Teams
1. Fresno State·
2. Hawaii"
3. Tulsa
4. UTEP
5. SMU
6. Louisiana Tech
7. San Jose State
8. Nevada
9. Rice
10. ' Boise State
• ReCeived91stplace votes
.. Reccived,ll,st,place vote
see HALLOF FAMEon pg. 8
Varbanova was the first player
of the women's team to earn
Kodak All-American honors.
Twice'she earned the national
award as a honorable mention
selection in 1993 and 1994. She
was a four-time All-Big Sky
Conference selection, a three-
time All-Academic award win-
ner, the 1991 Big .. Sky
Conference Newcomer of the
Year, and the 1994 Big Sky
Conference Regular Season
Most Valuable Player. She con-
tinues to hold nine Boise State
records including career scor-
ing average at 17.2 points per
game. During her career at
Boise State she scored 1,834
points and pulled down 770
rebounds in helping the
Broncos to two regular season
league titles, and the school's
first NCAA Women's National
Tournament Appearance.
Burton has the distinction of
being the first Boise State ath-
lete to become a member of a
United States Olympic Team.
Following an outstanding col-
, legiate career for theBroncos,
Burton earned a spot on the
2000 United States Olympic
Wrestling Team at the 187.25
pound weight class. At the
Sydney Games, Burton posted
a 3-1 record and placed fifth.
During his collegiate career
at Boise State, Burton advanced
to three NCAA Wrestling
BSUHall of Faille
selects inductees By Steye GowansTile Arbiter 2001-02 Preseason'Men's'Bosketball
CoachesPoU
Preseason All-WAC Teams
The men's basketball team received word last
week via a pre-season poll taken by each of the ten
WAC head coaches that they may have some
ground to cover, before they even step onto the
court.
The Bronco's, led by 6th year head coach Rod
Jensen, began practice earlier this month in prepa-
ration for their first year in the Western Athletic
Conference, and planned on making an early
, impact in a highly competitive league.
However, odds are stacked against them already
as they were picked to finish in last place and
received only 18 ranking points.
"It's pretty much what we expected. We're
entering a new conference against teams we've
never seen before, so we're content with being the
underdog for now," said Bronco junior Joe Skiffer
when asked about the last place prediction.
Fresno State, the defending WAC champions,
received nine out of ten first place votes and 81
points while defending tournament champion
Hawaii was selected to finish 2nd with 66 total
points and the other first place vote.
The coaches also voiced their predictions on
individual all-WAC selections as they released first
and second team pre-season picks. , .
Abe Jackson received the early spotlight for the'
Broncos as he was selected to the second team all-
WAC list. Fresno State's senior center Melvin Ely
was selected the WAC's preseason player of the
year. Ely also received the honor as last year's play-
er of the year as he averaged 16 points a game and
7.5 rebounds.
The 2001-02 season' begins Nov. 8th as the
Broncos take on the Brisbane Capitals in an exhibi-
tion game, and WAC action gets underway Dec.
28th when the Bronco's travel to Dallas to take on
Southern Methodist.
Bronco Sports Informgtlon A member of the women'sbasketball team from 1991 to
1996, Bader was a three-time
All-Big Sky Conference hon-
oree, and a four-time Big Sky
Conference All-Academic
selection. In four seasons as the
point guard for the Bronco
women, Bader helped Boise
State to an overall record of 76-
36, two regular season champi-
onships (1992 and 1994) and
the program's first appearance
in the NCAA Women's
National Basketball
Tournament" as an at-large
selection in 1994. Bader still
ranks it the top 10 in 13 differ-
,ent statistical categories at
Boise State, including the
school record for season and
career assists at 139 and 448,
respectively. In 1996 she was
selected as Boise State's NCAA
Woman of the Year.
Following her Bronco
career, Bader played profes-
sionally in Australia for two
years. This past summer she
completed her fifth season in
the'WNBA, and her third as a
member of the Cleveland
Rockers. '
Originally from Varna,
Bulgaria, Varbanova was a
member of the women's bas-
ketball teamfrom 1990 to 1994.
A four-year starter at' center,
Five former Boise State ath-
letes, and one former head
coach, have been selected for
membership into the Boise
State Athletic Hall of Fame.
Women's basketball players
Tricia Bader and Lidiya
Varbanova, wrestler Charles
Burton, women's .track and
field athletes Kathy Karpel and
Crystal Young, and former
head men's tennis coach Greg
Patton have been were elected
to this year's Hall of Fame
class. Bader, Burton, Karpel
and Patton will join Hall of
Fame during ceremonies on
Nov. 15 (Thursday) at the Boise
Centre on the Grove. A recep-
tion will be held beginning at
6:30 p.m. on Nov. 15, followed
by the dinner and program
starting at7:30 p.m.
Bader, Burton, Karpel and
Patton will be inducted next
month, with Varbanova and
Young to be inducted at a later
date. Varbanova is currently
playing professional basketball
10 Europe, and Boise State has
been unable to locate the
whereabouts of Young.
Anyone with information on
Young is encouraged to contact
the Boise State Athletic
Department.
First Team
Melvin Ely, Sr., C, Fresno St.
Predrag Savovic, Sr., G/F,UH
Chris Jefferies, Jr., F, Fresno SI.
Damon Hancock, Sr., G, SMU
Kevin Johnson, Jr., F, Tulsa
Second Team
Brian Stewart, Sr., C, UTEP .
Abe Jackson, Sr., F, Boise 51.
Quinton Ross, Jr., GIF, SMU
Eugene Costello, Sr., G, UTEP'
Dante Swanson, [r., G, Tulsa
Player of the Year
Melvin Ely, Fresno State
Points
81
66
63
62
47
40
30
22
21
18
AIR
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Fult- TimeStudents !If
* Montgomery GI Bill * Montgomery GI Bill Kicker'
• State Tuition Assistance • Cash Bonuses
• Student Loan Repayment Program '
For More Information contact:
TSgt Rod Ellon
422-5597 or (BOO) 621-:5909
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,r Weekly wAc· rOllo(Jup
Luke McCown threw for 381' yards and three
touchdowns against the Tigers. With a win
Louisiana Tech can climb right back into the
WAC championship race ..
After being knocked down last week
by Boise State, No. 18 Fresno State will try to
get back to their winning ways as they take on
Hawaii (4-2, 3-2). QBNick Rolovich who threw
for 324 yards and three touchdowns led the
Rainbow Warriors last week with a 36-15 win
at Tulsa (1-5, 04). Fresno State might have last
all hope at a BCSbirth last week, but still have
a shot at the conference title.
, San Jose State (1-5, 1-2) Vicke~ up its
first win of the year last week agatnst UTEP (2·'
5,1-3). WR Edell Shepherd caught eight pass-
es for 170 yards and two touchdowns as the
Spartans brat the Miners 40-28. SJSU plays
host to Tulsa at Svartan Stadium on Saturday.
The Golden Hurricanes remain the only team
wlthout a victory in conference play.
After having last week off Southern
Methodist (1-4, 1-3) will try to make it two
wins in a row as they welcome UTEP to Dallas
this weekend. SMU won 24-17 two weeks ago
against San Jose State. ShanDerrick Charles
ran for 243 yards and a touchdown in the
Mustangs first win.
By Phil Dqllty
Special to the Arbiter
Boise State (4-3, 3-1) looks to add to their
winning streak on Saturday as they welcome
Nevada (1-5, 1-2) to Bronco Stadium.
BSU is coming off arguably the biggest win
in school history last Friday against then
ranked No.8 Fresno State (6-1, 2-1). Led by QB
Ryan Dinwiddie, who threw for 297 yards and
four touchdowns, the Broncos pulled off the
upset against the Bulldogs 35-30.
;This weekend BSU will try to contain
Nevada QB David Niell who threw for 431
'yard in a 33-30 overtime loss to Rice (6-1, 3-0).
A win against the Wolf Pack is necessary if the
;Jfroncos want to remain in the hunt for their
::IDstWAC title.
~1nother games around the WAC ...
~:-::Rice continues to remain in first place in the
';!/:lAC. Lastweektheysqueaked by Nevada for
~: 3-point overtime win on the road. WAC
::r.1ayer of the week, RB Robbie Beck led the
~.$arge for Rice with 156 yards and three
~:Wuchdowns. This week the Owls travel to
~uston to take on Louisiana Tech (3-3, 3-1).
~rTheBulldogs are coming of a tough 48-41 loss
:last week aBainst No. 17 Auburn (6-1). QB
I'
';~·HALLOF FAME
~~rromPQ.7
l~_
~'.01ampionshipswith his highest
~1inish coming in 1996 with a
",.thirdplace finish at 167pounds.
~.:nealso competed at the nation-
::aJ. collegiate tournament inl994
:~d 1995. Burton put together
~ihree straigh't seasons of 20 or
:more victories at Boise State,
~.andended the 1996season with
::pne of the top won-loss records
.:;,~ school history at 34-6. He
,~endedhis Broncocareer with an
:,]36-37-1dual match record.
::':.: Karpel is one of the greatest
"'distance runners in Boise State
::-lUstory.Three times she won
::J3igSky Conference individual
:,"championships including the
':Wile run at the-1991 indoor
-meet, the 3,OOO-meterrun at the
:'1990 outdoor championships,
:':lind as a member of the confer-
7J:nce winning 4 x 800 meter
relay team at the 1990 indoor
meet. In cross country, Karpel
finished among the top five at
the 1988,1989and 1990Big Sky
Championships, including a
runner-up finish in 1990.Karpel
was the first member of the
Bronco women's cross country
team to qualify for the NCAA
Championships competing in
1989 and 1990. Her final indi-
, vidual honor as a member of the
~ftack and field program came in
1992 when she was named to
the Big Sky Conference All-
-Decade Team.
; Young is one of the top all-
: around track and field athletes
in Boise State ~istory. In 1989
and 1989, she earned NCAA
All-Americanhonors in the hel?-
tathlon. She won individual Big
Sky'Conference championshil.'s
in the long jump in 1988,and in
the heptathlon in 1988and 1989.
She continues to hold the Boise
State record in the heptathlon
with 5,743points.
Patton coached the Bronco
men's tennis team for six sea-
sons (1992to 1998),winning five
consecutive league champi-
onships from 1993to 1997.Four
times his team advanced to the
NCAA RegionalTournament as
a an at-large selection, and in
1997his team received an auto-
matic berth. He is a four-time
BigSkyConferenceCoach of the
Year selection,and also received
the same honor from the Big
West Conference in 1997. In
1994 and 1997 he received the
NCAA Regionvn Coach of the
Year honor, and in ,1997 was
named the NCAA National
Coach of the Year.
His 1997 team was the most
successful in Boise State tennis
history as the team achieved a
ranking as high as second dur-
ing the regular, before finishing
the season tied for fifth at the
NCAA National
Championships. During his
tenure at BoiseState he coached
20 league All-Academic selec-
tions, 34all-conferencehonorees
and two All-Americans. His
overall record at BoiseStatewas
135-48for a winning percentage
... JtnMiIy ......... lIwMlller
BSU'sMaureen Meyer avoids belno contained bv Eastem
Washlnoton. , ' '
Week]
Last week
Overall
Indianapolis at Kansas
New Orleans at St. Louis
Jacksonville at Baltimore
San Fran. at Chicago
N.Y. Jets at Carolina
Cincinnati at Detroit
Buffalo at San Diego
Minnesota at Tampa Bay
Miami at Seattle
Arizona at Dallas
New England at Denver
N.Y. Giants at Wash.
Oakland at Philadelphia
Tennessee at Pittsburgh
Steve -
"Last
week
was just
practice
right?"
! .,
clu
...,..
',I.of
..'
.. 11"
-...
tnnl
5-8
5-8
Steve
2-11
2·11
Dgrrln
4-9
4-9
Indy
St. L.
BaIt.
SanF.
N.Y.
Cincy
S.D.
Minn.
Miami
Ariz.
N.E."
N.Y..
Philly
Pitt.
Indy
St. L.
Bait.
SanF.
N.Y.
Cincy
S.D.
Minn.
Seattle"
Ariz.
Denver
N.Y.
Oakland
Pitt.
Indy
St. L
BaIt.
Chicago
N.Y.
Detroit
S.D.
Minn.
Miami
Dallas"
Denver
N.Y.
Philly
Pitt.
CUnt-
"I suck
and I'm
-,still
. ahead~"
Darrin -
"I'm just
getting
warmed
up,"
-
, The Boise State women'ssoccer team ran up a 3-0 lead at
the' half, but 'Eastern
Washington scored two unan-
swered goals in the second half
giving BoiseState a 3-2victory.
. The Broncos scored two
early goals, one in the sixth
minute by Megan McCoy and
another in the seventh minute
by Kazaih Hill as Boise State
jumped out to a quick 2-0 lead.
Christy Messenger scored thesam:e winner in the 28thminute
as she drove the left wing to
score from 10yards out.
During the ~ame BoiseState,
who ishaving Its' best season in
the four yearbistory of the pro-
gram, set two records. The win
over Eastern Washington gives
them a 7-5-1overall record, the
seventh win sets the record for
most victories in a season.
The second record to fallwas
for goals scored in a single sea-
son by the team. Boise State
scored three goals giving them
28 on the year beating the previ-
ous mark of 27goals set in 1999.
o million
people
know
e..file's
fheway
to go
Join tno 40 million people
who will usc IRS e.ttta to ttlu
tOXQS this year.
. Get your refund In less
thon halt tho usuulflmo.
With Direct Deposit 10 your
bonk nccount, you con oct it
In cs tittle as tan days.
Do you owe tax? You con
e-Ilte your return now, then
wall untlillprll161h topov.
You con even charge the
nutonco to 0 credlt cord. Or
IlOY by ouoct Debit from
your bank account.
IRS e-tlte Is fo~t, secure,
nr'cumte. And this yoor. you
. can even sinn your return
(~lc{·1ron1cally.Ask your 10)(
pre parer for details or vh.1t
us at www.lrs.goY
," '.
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IDTcreates abodyshop ofmotion
of love and romantic indiffer-
ence, accentuated by the other
dancers, who represented
Idaho Dance Theatre has variations in the cycle of
brilliantly constructed a col- human life.
lage of movement, music and Boise State music professor
visual stim~lation in their lat- Del Parkinson played a live
est production. piano accompaniment of
"Dancing Out Loud" incor- Rachmaninoff as the scenario
porates the creative efforts of unfolded.
three talented " . IDT's co-
choreographers IDY's vibrancy founder Marla
and 14 dancers bro ht h Hansen next
in an ex~osl'on ug mucd d I C
filled the bill
of - inetic nee e i e to the with her new
expression. The exposed rick choreography.
four-featured d b 'IB' In "Venus,"pieces were ra s 0 otseb S seven women
e aut i full y tate's Special !wist and spin
crafted works of Event Center." 10 syncopatiOnmodern dance to the sound-
mixed with track of David
strong theatrical sensibilities. Lynch's "Lost Highway" and
IDT's vibrancy brought the heavy-sax sound of
much needed life to the Morphine.
exposed brick drabs of Boise With the help of Alfred
State's Special Event Center. Hansen's spectacular lighting
The first piece, "Variations design, the intense glow of
on A Life," choreographed by reds, blues and greens high-
Carl Rowe, was. a true delin- lighted the dancers in a flour-
cation of relationships ish of color.
between men and women: The third piece of the night
riffs and lovemakinginclud- was the latest work of dancer-
ed. Soloist Echo Waldron's choreography Thax von
body movement told a story Reither. Theatrically played
out in three separate pieces to
the music of the Dave
Matthews Band, "Fraternus"
was frisky and mysteriously
inventive.
Closing out the night, Carl
Rowe's "Suite Quartets" left
the audience satiated. The
piece opened with all of the
dancers in a line, as the cello
and violin strings bent, shoot-
ing sharp notes into the air,
their bodies flexed like strings
on mahogany.
There was not much to
gripe about in IDT's "Dancing
Out Loud," but comments
should be made about the bad
etiquette of a few audience
members. Sometimes me
thinks yogurt has more cul-
ture than some of the local
arts wannabes.
A few minutes after the
audience was nicelv asked to
turn off all cell phones and
pagers, guess what?
And are babysitters hard to
find in Boise? Because kids
fidgeting and whining in the
rows are also not appropriate
for this kind of live theatre
(thanks for letting me rant).
By I, Pgtrlck Kelly
The Arbiter
31 Knots invites listeners
to 'The Rehearsal Dinner'
"What the hell makes rock great, and why
should we listen to it?" This may not be an
original question, as there are a number of
bands doing similar things that give us new
reasons to stay interested in rock, but 31
Knots spins the music in a way I've never
heard, creating their own idiosyncratic judg-
ment criteria.
Now, after years of releasing their music
on their own and through Boise-based Fort
Hazel Magic, they've found a newly formed
record label, Fifty Four Forty or Fight!, that's
as excited about their music as everyone
who's become addicted to their electrified
live performances. So hopefully, if the label
stays afloat, we can expect wider distribu-
tion and easier access to their music.
One element of "The Rehearsal Dinner"
EP that may turn some listeners away is the
raw nature of the recording. The individual
tracks are not polished into sterile perfec-
tion. When an instrument squeaks, we hear
it. When the guitar is a millisecond late, we
hear it. So depending on your idea of what
makes rock exciting, you'll either be riveted
by the immediacy and intensity of the
recording or you'll check out of it from the
beginning.
But all gibbering aside, "The Rehearsal
Dinner" EP rocks, and should be heard.
Visit www.31knots.com and www.fiftyfour-
fortyorfight.com for more and info on order-
ing any of their recordings.
py Mgrk Hitil:
The Arbiter
31 Knots, a Portland based power trio,
has released a prologue to their upcoming
fUll-len~th album. Titled,. "The Rehearsal
Dinner' EP, this collection of five pieces
taken from the same sessions that we will
soon hear on the next LP is yet another exer-
cise in 31 Knots' instrumental and composi-
tional insanity.
Their first album, "Climax/ Anti-
Climax," ripped out of the fabric of
Portland's independent music scene and
stood above it as a recording worth more
than a second glance. With one guitar, bass,
drums and vocals, 31 Knots' complex punk-
symphonic tone has been carried through to
this EP, with the addition of a few scattered
guest musicians. .
Only five songs deep, the EP plays
through more like a teaser than a stand-
alone release, but as the title suggests, it's
only preparation for the more formal occa-
sion of the next full-length.
Still, we can see where the band is aim-
ing: to a world where time changes on a
dime, where melody grows and shifts
abruptly without leaving us behind, and
lyrics leave us unsettled rather than mind-
lessly satisfied.
They're almost asking, through the diver-
gence of their music from the usual formula,
Photo by Steve DIy and Troy Maben
Lori Evans Is one of the cast members of Idaho Dance Theater.
Professor finds time:
to hone literary skills
By Tina Elayer
Tile Arbiter
Boise State
English professor
Mitch Weiland has a
lot going for him
lately. When he's
not busy teaching
students and craft-
ing fiction, he is the
editor-in-chief of
"The Idaho
Review."
The "Review" is
a yearly publication
showcasing a vari-
ety of authors.
Weiland is also
working on his
third novel, "The T,! l
King of Infinite
Space." His novel in
the works is an
extension of his
short story,
"Beware the Pale
Horse Comes
Riding" (an intense-
ly worded story, the
imagery leaps from
the page.)
His story was
originally published
in the "Sewanee
Review."
"This made my
dream come true to
be published in a
national journal,"
Weiland said.
He also worked at
the "Black Warrior
Review" at the
University of Alabama, where
he said he had a wonderful
eXl'erience as an editor. Now
he heads "The Idaho Review"
and teaches, while writing.
He's also working on a series
of short stories.
Weiland started writ-
ing seriously around 1988,
and jumped into fiction
around 1992. He's stuck with
it and gained a few notewor-
thy positions along the way.
Photo by Ted Honnon. TMArtJller
Mitch Wieland oversees 'The Idaho Review' again this year with the assis-
tance of his students.
"The Idaho Review"
recently won a prestigious
award by having a story
selected from their third issue
for the "Pushcart Prize: Best
of the Small Presses:' The
"Review" has been doing
exceptionally well with the
authors they select, they
receive over a thousand sto-
ries and the ones that fit the
criteria are published. The
stories can be submitted by
anyone, anywhere. Some sto-
ries make it into "The Best
American Short Stories," edit-
ed by.Amy Tan.
Weiland said the experi-
ence has been fun. He recom-
mends a variety of journals
and more than anything
wants people to know this
material is out there for
everyone.
"The Idaho Review" is
available at local bookstores.
Are You SEARCHING?
For real friendShi.p... .~~ ..
For answers... ~
For something more... ~
"The Search"
9:00-10:15am Sunday Mornings
Celebrate Jesus In joy with music and the GoodNews.
Everyone iswelcome here in the love of God .
University Christian Church
1801 UniversltyDrive,aolse.83706 -.
(Across the street frtlrn the. BSUSludenlUnion)
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CARPENTER SCREEN
PRINTING & EMBROIDERY
SERVICE, QUAlI1Y, ORIGINAlIlY
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459-0883
orders@carpenterscreen.com
Sunday;
Drink Special: $1.99 House Bloody Mary's
Food Special: Buy one bUllJer get the next of
equ~ or lesser value for $3 off.
Monclay·
DrInk Special: $8 p"cher night rrom 6 pm
unUll2am.
Food Special: Monday Steak Night 80z
.Sirloin, !rles, seIad.and onion rings for $8.99.
4-o1Opm
~~;
DrInk Special: $1.99 weB drinks'
Food 8pecIII: SaJmon Night· Chose an
enlIee from our SpecIal S81mon Sheet for
S9.99.4-1Opm .
Wednesday
Drink Special: Bladder Buster. Pay $5 per
person at the table and drink lor the price
unbl someone has to gel up.
Food Special: All you can eat ribs. $11.99.
4·11pm. Thursday
Drink Special: $2.99 Long Island
Food Special: All day. kids 10 and younger
eat for freewllh adult purchase.
i~t\j~I·
DrInk SpecIal: Bloody Mary's $1.99 aD day .,
FOOd Special: PIzZa Extravaganza. Buy 0Ill! .'
ptzza on our special featutesheet and getlhe .
8ecOnd for $5.99.. . . ,..<.'
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Built To Spill is playing at
The Big Easy on Tuesday,
Oct. 30 at 8 p.m.
Tickets arc $10 and can be
purchased at all TicketWeb
locations or online at
www.ticketweb.com
Pholo courtesv of Dulllio Spill
October 25. 2001
, Mark your calendar. BOi$e's
favorite sons, Built To Spill, are
taking the stage at The Big
Easy on Tuesday night.
Built To Spill's latest album,
"Ancient Melodies Of The
Fuh!re" blends transcendental
R\lltar layering with thought-
rul poetic lyrics and strong,
inventive rhythms. The end
result is a deeply hypnotic and
intelligent mixture of evoking
modem rock.
Built To Spill's melodious
sound spawned from the pop-
war indie band, Tree People,
~here singer-songwt;iter Doug
Martsch first honed his vision
ot the band's concept of pro-
dlidng tight, evocative guitar
music. '
• Martsch, a native Boisean,
formed Built To Spill after Tree
P'eople disbanded in the early
'':lOs.When Martsch first start-
e~ the band, he was the only
full-time member. For several
years he had a rotating rhythm
s~ction, not until 1997did Built
To Spill have a solid lineup.
_.With the help of Scott Plouf
on drums and Brett Nelson on
ross, Martsch finally amassed
the perfect rhythm section to
~company his textured guitar
s~ling.
: "A drummer's role is pretty
etifferent in different groups,
«Od with this one it's really
guitar driven. So I feel like the
drums just need to be steady
and solid-nothing too outra-
g¢ous because it would take
away from what the guitar is
doing," Plouf said.
...Although Martsch is the
l¢ader of Built To Spill, their
I~ot springs excursion soothes academic woes
,hypnotic driving force is possi-
ble due to all three musicians'
capabillty and commitment to
produce high-quality, intro-
~vemusic.
Many critics have lauded
Martscli. as one of the most
innovative guitar ylayers in
the industry as weI as one of
the most talented songwriters
of his generation, but he is
humble about being labeled a
"guitar hero."
I think it's really strange
that people think I'm a great
guitarist because I really am
not even mediocre. The only
thing I've ever had going for
me as a guitarist is that I'm
kind of bold. I play hard and
that kind of gives the impres-
sion that I'm better than I am,"
Martsch said.
This humility paired -with
Built To Spill's indie sensibili-
ties has given them an ardent
following of devoted fans over
the years.
Their seventh album,
"Ancient Melodies" infuses
post-punk impressions with
astute lyrics and intense
rhythms steeped heavily in
guitar-influenced classic rock.
The track, "The Host" con-
jures up memories of the leg-
endary Velvet Underground's
warped melodies, yet stands
alone as an original entity,
which is purely Built To Spill.
And "Strange" displays'
Martcsh's inventive guitar
capabilities and prowess for
tight melodies perfectly
accompanied by Plouf and
Nelson.
-Since 1994,producer Phil Ek
has helped Built To Spill trans-
late their musical uniqueness
to recorded format and feels
"Ancient Melodies" is one
their most mature efforts to
date.
"1 ,think there's something
kind of lush and dirty about it
at the same time. it has an
older, classic rock sonic quality
to it in its clean dirtiness. It has
an edge to it, but it also sounds
like one big sound," Ek said.
"Ancient Melodies" trans-
ports the listener back in time
and pushes them a thousand
light years ahead simultane-
ously. "You Are" undulates
with high octave dreaminess
underscored by steady bass
work and tight drumming.
"The Weather" is a cozy
number that personifies
Martsch's songwriting great-
ness. The keyboards warp and
expand like a cosmic clarinet,
the whole time in syncopation
to the rhythm and augmented
melody. '
Martsch is the first one to
admit when the band goes into
the studio that things don't
always go as planned.
"Basically, I work on songs
for hours and hours and just
come up with moments of to
use. It's a lot like trial and
error, I guess. Everything basi-
cally h,appens by accident, but
then you decide which acci-
dents are worth using,"
Martsch said.
Built to Spill Is Doug Martsch, Scott Plouf, and Brett Nelson
t Tina Elayer
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: Now is the perfect time
before the frosty heaves of win-
ter can be felt to take in a few
not springs. Boise is within two
Hours of quite a few. One or
two can be reached within an
hour away from this big city.
~ A great day of relaxing and
s~aking can be found on the
rc:ladthat goes through Crouch.
(kouch, Idaho is a neat little
town, emphasis on the little. Be.
sure to stop at the Dirty Shame,
a bar and eatery just at the
head of town.
Continue through town past
many farms and cabins, until
the pavement ends and is
replaced by gravel. The first
hot spring is on the wrong side
of the river, after the first
bridge. Look for steam and lots
of water flowing from a
crevasse high on a hill. Also
look for a pullout with a semi-
permanent fire pit in the road.
Fording the river is necessary,
but at this time the river is low.
There are four good pools bur-
rowed .in the hillside. The
water is hot at the top and
comfortable at the bottom.
Beware of little bugs called
chiggers, their bites aren't
noticeable until the bitten gets
home and itches miserably.
If one doesn't want to cross,
the river there is another hot
spring, called Fire crew, about
five miles up, on the left-hand
side of the road. This one is a
little bit harder to find. This hot
spring got its name from the
firemen who frequent it in the
winter. Drive down a steep
road, it winds down to the hot
springs, which are right along
the river. This one changes
quite a bit; I was just there last
week and was quite impressed.
There's a large pool that's boil-
ing hot. Cold water mixes with
the hot and creates a perfect
temperature to relax in.
Still up farther, eight miles
to be exact, there's a series of
other hot springs. Before this
road there's a fork up to Silver
Creek Plunge, a man-made hot
pool out in the middle of the
forest. The cost is $5 and is well
worth the cost. Not many pco-
ple go to this place in the fall;
it's more of a summer place,
with a very nice campground.
If the traveler stays on the
Boiling Springs road they will
end up at another camp-
ground. Boiling Springs is
actually quite a disappoint-
ment. !t's a tiny super-hot pool
about the size of a crock-pot. If
the traveler gets up to this
campground early in the day, a
two-mile hike will bring them
to two other gems, Moon dip-
per and Pine-burl. These two
hot springs make it all worth
the trip. Every year they
change shape and size, but the
writer is always hot and
cxtremely comforting after a
two-mile hike. Follow the trail
that leads past Boiling Springs,
past the ranger cabin. Keep on
the left side of the river, it will
climb and drop along the river.
These hot springs rep-
resent a small amount of hot
springs nearby, stay tuned for
more within two hours away
from Boise.
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, Get free help with
your writing at the
BSUWriting Center
LA-2oo, 426-3585.
Records Clerk
Hawley Troxell Ennis
Hawley, LLP has the
above position avail-
able in either 2 part-
time positions or 1 full-
time position. Position
responsible for the
orderly filing, mainte-
nance, closing, and
storage of client files.
Qualified individuals
will have a high school
diploma or equivalent.
Must have the ability
to quickly and accu-
rately store and
retrieve client docu-
ments within designat-
ed firm guidelines.
Law firm experience a
plus. Competitive
salary. Benefits avail-
able for individuals
working at least 30
hour / week and
include 401(k) match-
ing and profit sharing.
Send resume to:
Director of Human
Resources; Hawley
Troxell Ennis &
Hawley; PO Box 1617;
Boise ID 83701 or ernal
to jort@hteh.com or
pick up an application
at 877 Main Street,
Wells Fargo Building,
10th Floor. EOE
www.hteh.com
STUDENTSI
REMINDERI
ASBSU(.26·1«0) provides
FReE AITORHEY
CONIULTATtONI
with • local private lawyer for
most legal probIeffil you may
have,
Indudlng:
dlvorcelfamlly law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collect!on and
debt problems
personal InJury and
Insurance
workmen's
compensation
claims
DUI/crlmlnal
TAKE
ADVANTAGEI
CalAS8SUfot.,.~
AtIome~;~laIM'!U
andJohn~d~
, teumlll .... OfIlc;aIllP,
8oI",ID.
Subjects wanted.
People, pets, etc. for
beginning photograph-
er, will trade for prints.
Call 368-9906
[HelPWanted
, IDEAL
EMPLOYME~T
...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...
IMAGINE THIS:
. ~Yenin~&Wee~endsMls ~ ~MIk
'lo~ Dollar' our re~s average V41lJllour
• Paid Training
~ ~TURNER& KLErn
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
Female models needed.
Nude B&W photogra-
phy for upscale art
publication(s). No expo
OK. Pd by hr. Send
photo(s) to Personal
Photography LLC, Box
1837, Boise 83701
Sales associate needed,
downtown retail shop.
Full time. Call 426-
8333.
Norton Antivirus
Version 5.0 for Macs
$10 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
Boise & Nampa's
Best Part-Time
Job for Studentsl
Adobe Illustrator
Version 7.0 for Macs
$40 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
UnitedParcelService
Employment
~
l':~:~:]
8.50fhr r(j7f':p~
oWeekends \::. '"
Shifts available '-/'<»
to work around school
schedule
Information:
On-Campus Call:
426-5627
On the Web:
shopt@ups.com
UPS Is an Equal Opportunity,
Aftinnallve Action Employer,
Evergreen Suites -
Partially Furnished
rivate Suites by BSU.
All Utilities and Cable
TV paid - FREE HBO
843-1600 $350/Month
Newer duplex
2bd/2ba double car
garage, fenced back-
yard $775/ month Call
381-8431
The Arbiter • Page U
DILBERT®
TOUR OF ~CCOUNTING
E
8
;;
@
OVE.RH£.RE. ~
WE H~VE OUR ~
"R~NDOM NUMB£.R ~
GEN£.R~TOR.
W£.REYOU
~LW~YS
~ TROLL?
NO, THIS ;;
H~PPENED ~
WHEN I ~1l
C~ME TO '5
~CCOUNT- ~
ING.
OOGBERT: 0 United Feature'Syndicsle. Inc.
-......-,
'hi
JIJr"'
" I
.--------------------------------------." ....
Adobe Acrobat
Version 3.0 for Macs
$5.00 Call The Arbiter
@345-8204
Norton Utilities
Version 4.0 for Macs
$10 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
Adobe Photoshop
Version 5.0 for Macs
$60 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
[Housing I
How to play:
Read the Monday edition ofThe
Arbiter & find the trivia question of
the week, then submit your answer
to contest@arbiteronline.com.
The correct answer will be printed
in the Thursday's edition. If you
were right, you'll be rewarded with
two entries for the weekly
drawing-if you were wrong, your
answer will be passed around the
office and laughed at!
Contest rules:
All e-mails must include an
answer (preferably a correct one),
your name, address and a phone
munher...,.so we can hunt you
dmvn if yOllwin.
Weekly winners will be
announced in the following
Monday edition. The Grand
PriieWinner will be announced
in meDec.17tb FinalsRelief
issue. ,Contest runs 08/27/01
though "12114!0~~
Okay, okay-if you were wrong,
you can still send another e-mail
to contest@arbiteronline.com
with the correct answer, and
you'll be rewarded with one entry
for the weekly drawing just for
being so persistent!
Congratulations
PeggY Richards
last weeks winner.
The Fine Print
All winners will be selected by a random
drawing of eligible entries. Weekly
winners will receive a prize donated by
that week's sponsor. All entries
containing the correct answer will be
entered into a grand prize drawing, to be
held at the end of the lemCJter. No
purchase necessary. All prizes will be
awarded. Grand prize will be one
scmcstel'offree books, to be provided by
the BSU Booltsto~. Used books will be
provided where availabI~.This offer is
. vOid where prohibited or. mulcted by
federal. state, or Ioca1IaWs- Employtt.!
.,EThe Arbiter, the BSU Swdc/lt Union,
their' &milics and guYel'llmcnt~plO}ces
are not digible.AppUcable taxes are the
,.~le ~ponsibility ofthewinnen.
50 , IF ~LL TROLLS
WERE ONCE PEOPLE,
TH~T ME~N5 SOME
PEOPLE~R.E.~LRE~DY
CH~NGING ~ND
DON'T KNOW IT.
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Donations to the
poor
5 Contemplate
9 Barely sufficient
14 Mournful cry
15 Large wading bird
16 Gabby or Woody
17 Writer Quindlen
18 Shed
19 Speak
pompously
20 Slicker
22 Metrical unit
23 Strong distaste
24 Set of three
, related works
27 Low-ranqe .
woodwind
2G Peggy or Spike
30 Hawkins of
Dogpatch
34 Spanish article
35 Entreaty
36 Inferior
37 "Thou not..."
39 Rapid
40 Eyes, in poems
41 Sebaceous cyst
42 Dull pains
43 Shoshone
44 Wild swine
47 Clan identifiers
49 Raise
54 Moo juice
55 Made unhappy
56 Practical joke
58 Assistant
59 Baseball team
60 Door hardware
61 God of love
62 Tiny particle
63 Administered
medicine
64 T.ransmitted
65 Turner of
Hollywood
DOWN
1 Bestow upon
2 Hawaiian porch
3 Short skirts
4 Informal
language
5 Champagne
cocktail
6 WWII menace
t ~RE
YOU
5URE
TH~T'5
R.~NDOt"\?
TH~T'5 THE ;,
PROBLEM II
WITH R~N -, .,
DOMNESS: '"
YOU CAN
NEVE~ BE 'IT
SURE.
)
.: t' 11
.' ~.~
NINE NINE
NINE NINE
NINE. NINE
YOU
H~VE
HORNS
~ND ~
T~IL.
WHEN I RE~L-' ;
IZED I H~D .
~ LOOK GOIN~
I JUST WENT
FOR IT.
\
FIRST t"\Y H~IR
FE.LLOUT, THEN
I STOPPED GOING
TO THE GYt"\.
I THINK
I'M GET- •
TING
PIMPLES
ON MY
HE~D. H"
t, ~I KNowP
~ SOMETHING
t you DON'T~ IN OW .Q
i )
"<
"
THIS IS THE. LIST
OF PEOPLEWE'RE
W~ITING FOR,
,. I,,
L.I._....:.;I;;;.. ......~~'-L'--...,. I
10/28/01© 2001 Tribune Media services, Inc
All rights reserved.
(
7 Sediment
8 Winter hours in
NYC
9 Sure winner
10 Christmas song
11 Iranian religious
leader
12 Profit figure
13 Half a fly?
21 Six-sided figure
22 Robert or David
24 Utensil
25 Gaggle of
honkers
26 liThe Winding
Stair" poet
28 Bias
30 Teapot part
31 Main artery
32 Some guard dogs
33 Taxing agcy.
35 Cpl. aspirant
37 Pretentiously
stylish
38 Towel word
42'Advancedin
~ars.
Solutions
v N v l
If\J 0 1 V
3 N I N
a 3 N 3
3 1 V 1\ ......I-+--
44 Went on foot
45 Type of collision
46 Most senior
48 Smattering
50 Open to
bribery
. 51Wrrter Laos
52 Mortise's
counterpart
53 Swelling
55 Beget
56 Advanced deg.
57 "Road to_"
58 DOE's opponent
" I
.......
t;;:
I.,;.
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~orld's anger takes A.mericans by surprise .
:By Rick Montgomery director of 'the Center for leader. For now, we've decided babies do not die at birth, We're from ancient and distant Iaitds, Rights Commission. Many
:lWght Riddo N""'P"I"'" Communications and to lead," . eojoying a lifestyle closer to and then - ~ mom allies were ,angered by the.
, Community at the Universi~ of It took only two days after angels than to animals. improved, to continue their Umted Sta~ snubbmg of the
I In their time of grief, California at Los Angeles. 'We last month's terrorist strikes for "I think it's natural for some journey... Kyoto .envIronmental agree-
;Americans wondered how in are the big one, and until Sept. a columnist with the London countries to reject what they 'The modem historx of the m~~, Its support of a nucle:u-
,the world people could say such 11, we didn't think the big one Cuardian to opine "that moot cannot have," Pike said. "Sour region is one of rapid and missile-defense '}"!em and its
,thing>. could take big hits." Americans simply don't get it." ",ap'" is human nature." enforced change ; of iha\lenge monetary debts to the 'United
"Americans have had it com- That sense of invincibility _ Why their land is hated by U.S. victory in the Cold War from an alien worl~." Nati?~ dw:mg two presIdential
,ing for a long time," a Canadian some call it arrogance _ is part some others, that is. made the country a giant target The demographics changed, ad~trations. . . .
:told a newspaper in British of the problem for the last Among Islamic extremists, for grievances worldwide, said as well. Because of a recent Chnton t?ok criticism at
'.Columbia shortly after the Sept. superpower standing after the "hate" is no overstatement. The John Hulsman of the Heritage "youth bulge," more than half h~me for be~g too bendable
11 terrorist attacks. Cold. War. Military and eco- late Ayatollah Khomeini Foundation. .' of the residents of the Arab. ~th o~er nations, f~r adv<l?c-
., "The thug got beat up," a nomic triumphs here have bred labeled the United States the "The strongest nation. IS world are 25 or younger. Mo.st mg ~ ill-defined fOn:lgnI:0licy,
:Moscow metalworker told the envy and scorn elsewhere. "Great Satan" in part because always going to deal WIth of th~m have. been steeped in for ~mts~mg. pu~lic . cnes to
;Chicago Tribune. 'Many non-Western cultures Washington propyed up the resentment," said Hulsman, a Islamtceducation. put Amenca first. Still, much
: "Is it possible that the people overtaken by Mclzonald' s role of the Shah 0 Iran before reseann fellow at the ro""""a- The ro.mbination ~f youth of the globe ..... nkd "'- .
of America will some day real- restaurants, American moyjes Muslim fundamentalists in that tive think tank. "It was true and rehglOus extr~mlsm. ~as Before ~pt. 11 the foreIgn
:ize that (their) suffering is and Nike shoes "N I c 0 u n try when Romans ran the world, produced ~ population ~g ~e",:s me~la}abele~ Bush a
minuscule in proportion to fret about ot on yare we, revolted in the when the Spanish ran the worla to tum therr hatred of ~e alien unilateralist, meanmg some-
'what the U.S. has inflicted "Westoxication" in the eyes of some, late 1970s. and when the British ran the world ~to bloody action. one .willi~g to run with
directly and indirectly on oth- and an English- the Great Satan Only the world. While many experts stress Amencan mterests and leave
,ers?" asked a letter writer to a only "McWorld" , ~ most blood- "When you're the biggest that the United States must the rest of the world behind.
French newspaper. in the making. but thIS Satan ltves thirsty of out- elephant in the 0ina shop, you never capitulate. to terrorists, . Thatima~e is r.apidly change
Criticism of the United States Whether the lon~er than people siders could SWIsh your tall and you're they say the nation may have mg. ~s Bus. bUIlds a global
.is nothing new. But this brand griping is general ' t Th' d TAT ld rationalize the going to break some china even been well-served in the past had coahtion agaInStterror.
,0fresentmenLwhisperedeven or specific _ U.S. In e .Ir t'vor . murders of when you don't intend to," he its leaders taken a humbler "I see hopeful signs," said
,in friendly nations, shouted in support for Israel Our babIes do not 5,000 civilians said. stance on the international Osman Bakar of the Center for
parts of the Arab world _ served being one obvious die at birth" by blade- Still, Hulsman said, stage. Mus I i ~ - C h r i s t ian
not only to upset Americans. It sore point in the • w i e 1din g Americans should take "What the outside world Understandmg at Georgetown
took many by total surprise, Mideast _ the crit- hijackers. But immense pride. wants to communicate to the University. "I've seen sincere
experts say. icism speaks to a - John Pike, foreign it is under- "For all the blundering U.S. is, 'Why don't you sit efforts in this country to under-
. We were aghast: How could universal image policy erllle standable that we've done, we did defeat down, stop shooting. shut your stand Islamic culture. The presi-
radical Muslims dance while problem that ana- distrust and Nazism, fascism and commu- mouth and just listen to us?'" dent has showed himself to be
thousands of innocents lay dead lysts said must be an often vague nism. You add up all those '- said Snow of UCLA. "Listening cautious, to make clear he's not
beneath the rubble of the World addressed as the United States dislike of America exists even isms' and the millions of people more and talking less could be against Islam. He's against ter-
Trade Center? How dare those battles terrorism. among friendly neighbors. killed under them, I think the the key to our long-term sur- rorism."
anti-American protesters in Foreign-policy critic John "This is a country whose world today is a far better place. vival." Bakar and others say that if
Pakistan unfurl a banner that Pike said he was encouraged by power throughout the world is Given the options, I'll take the Bush's oft-repeated "good- America is to win this war, it
read, "Americans, think! Why the Bush administration's multidimensional _ militarily, U.S.anytime." vs.-evil" pitch in the war against ultimately will need to help
does the whole world hate efforts to win support around economically, culturally," Pike Hulsman might save his terrorism is not a simple sell in Islatnic populations form their
you?" the world, including Arab coun- said. "This is the country that breath when speaking to Iraqis,' most countries, Snow said. Even own democracies.
No, the whole world does tries, before U.s. and British landed men on the moon, the Syrians and Afghans _ natives allies know global relations are "There's a big difference
not hate the United States, pro- forces struck back at terrorist country that - invented the of a region that once boasted a more complicated than that, she between imposing American
paganda scholar Nancy Snow sites in Afghanistan. Internet, the country whose mil- majesty and cultural enlighten- said. values on others and helping
said. But "there is a huge dis- "Over the last month, I've itary encompasses a planetary ment of its own. After years of grumbling people govern their own coun-
connect in the way we view seen a substantial reversal in the empire. Yesterday's Middle East, in about American hubris, the tries within the context of their
ourselves and how others view way the u.s. has postured itself "Not only are we, in the eyes the words of Islam scholar world community dealt a direct own values," Bakar said.
us. in the eyes of the world," said of some, the Great Satan, but Bernard Lewis, was "a cross- blow to U.S. diplomacy last And making democracy
"We are the symbol of all Pike, of GlobaISecurity.org. this Satan lives longer than peo- roads and a marketplace where May, when it ousted the United work, some say, is what
that is big." said Snow, associate "W-;;can either be a bully or a pIe in the Third World. Our merchandise were brought States from the U.N. Human America really does best.
PETERSON
frompg.5
time this faculty position is on
hold, BSUasked the State Board
to create a new professional
position of finance for the
department of institutional
advancement.
Over the past several years
the number of adjunct profes-
sors at BSUhas climbed consid-
erably, jeopardizing the quality
of education.
Given that the other sec-
ondary services provided by the
University have expanded rela-
tive to the main service of edu-
cation, it would make sense to
cut them for the sake of educa-
tion, which entails qualified fac-
ulty instruction.
My fellow students, I pro-
pose that the University follow
NEWBOLD
frompg.5
ers. To alleviate this they do
something impulsively small
such as buying a new outfit or
they do something much larger
sudl as having sex with
strangers.
This "attention lust" could
explain why some of the most
popular people we know or
knew in school were the first to
lose their virginity, get drunk
first or more often, get pregnant
and so on-all for the sake of
popularity.
Popularity is meaningless.
This doesn't mean that we
should hide in the shadows and
shy away from people but we
need to have friends. Our con-
centration should be on the
ing his bonus of $150,000,his
pay would be cut by $15,000.
I also propose, as Appleton
did, that BSU cut non-essential
business travel and any other
cost that is frivolous in compari-
son to cutting a faculty member,
that is essential to carrying out
instruction, and which is as I
have stated, essential to educa-
tion.
My fellow students, these
dark times call for leadership at
Boise State University. Let's
work to maintain that the quali-
ty and access of fligher educa-
tion is not jeopardized. If you
have questions or concerns,
please contact ASBSU at 426-
1440 or contact the ASBSU
Senate directly at 426-1292.
quality of our friendships rather
than the quantity and where we
are in hierarchy of popularity.
When it becomes an obsession
then that is the time we need to
stop and think about what we
arc really doing with our lives.
The people that we know in
school will not be following us
around the rest of our lives.
Once we're finished with
school most of us all go our sep-
arate ways. We will have to stop
relying on our parents to sup-
port us. Those who have spent
their years in school actually
working towards making a
future for themselves will reap
the rewards while those who are
bent on living in the now will
still be living Ms. Rosen's rules
for popularity.
Can you imagine corporate
America living by these rules?
Why should it be any different
for young people in high scllool
or college? I have hope that our
generation can see through such
blatant propaganda. This irre-
sponsible piece of work will do
nothing but create shallow,
pompous, and mindless indi-
viduals.
It's a given that we judge and
are judged by how we look, but
to create a "rule book" for inse-
cure youth who are struggling
to fit in is irresponsible.
the path of the righteous CEO
SteveAppleton. To make up for
the 2 percent budget holdbaCk,I
believe the university should
start by cutting the pay of pro-
fessional staff making $60,000
and beyond.
Specifically, for every dollar
made beyond $60,000, 15 per-
cent should be taken out to
make up for the 2percent or $1.4
million holdback.
The cut is self-evidently
aimed at those who can afford it
and is progressive in nature. For
the individual making $60,001,
he or she would be cut 15cents.
For the individual making
$100,000,he or she would be cut
$6,000 (15 percent of $40,000).
For President Rueh, not includ-
MAIN 8TREET
[Have your Pre-funk party with us!
Ladies all your drinks are free from 8-9pm
Men you can have $.50 cent, 16 oz pounder
beers from 9-10 pm .
Old Boise
.
By one well drink or draft beer and
your second one is free all night long
Halloween Bash
This is our legendary party, it
will take place on Wednesday
night the 31st. You don't ever
wan t to miss this party.
Alive after five might be over, but our
Wednesday night BFD parties are not
I$1.00 domestic 16 oz. drafts
$2.00 16 oz'-Micros
(yep that includes Fat Tire)
Do you have a private party to plan? The
Bistro has up to four different rooms to
rent and will help you make your party a
great success. We can handle anything
~from 5 people to 500. For more
information call 345-9515 ask for Ted.
ILadlO es N ight-! ----1
-', , "', " , -'., ',-: '":;',~.. . . '. - '.. " :','
Ladies all your drinks are
only-$1.00 all night long.
345-9515-
6·09W.Main
Guys you will have to accept the fact"
that you will pay full price on that night!!
j
,l'"
